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Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler.
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Abstract
Increased system requirements regarding efficiency and ecological impact lead to new
technical solutions. Especially in the automotive industry, new technologies emerge.
This all leads to increasing system complexity of socio-technical systems. The num-
ber of system elements expands while interrelations between them become even more
dynamic and non-linear. Development methodologies represent a set of processes,
methods, models and tools, and support engineers to overcome these technical and
organizational challenges.
The objectives of this thesis are to investigate the interactions of models, especially

system models, with methods and processes and to clarify the term system model.
Principles from systems engineering support the transition of globally defined concepts
to its application for an use case.
Model-based approaches like model-based systems engineering (MBSE) cope with

complexity by relying on principles from systems thinking and extensive use of models
to describe a system. In general, models are created to enable better system under-
standing and to provide a base for communication among stakeholders. System models
are a key concept of model-based systems engineering. Therefore, established under-
standings of the term were investigated and requirements for a new definition were
derived. Based on that, a new definition of system models and a comparison to other
development models were described. A classification scheme for models was developed
and visualized with a three-dimensional cube. Established views on system models and
approaches in model-based systems engineering were incorporated within the developed
concepts. To provide an applicable methodology, the interactions between models and
methods were deeply investigated. Furthermore, the application of tailored concepts to
an use case was described. The development of a tribological system was chosen as ex-
ample, and a specific development task for friction reduction in an internal combustion
engine was investigated.
As a result, system models are incorporated within a procedure to select methods and

models for development. An adaptable methodology was developed and the tailoring
of it to a specific use case is exemplary shown for tribology.
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Kurzfassung
Die Anforderungen an Systeme hinsichtlich Effizienz und ökologischer Aspekte führen
zu neuen technischen Lösungen. Insbesondere neue Mobilitätslösungen und Antriebs-
konzepte stellen hohe Herausforderungen an die Entwicklung dieser immer komplexer
werdenden Systeme. Die Komplexität von sozio-technischen Systemen wird weiter
erhöht durch die steigende Anzahl an Systembestandteilen, größere Produktvielfalt
und nichtlinieare, dynamische Wechselwirkungen zwischen Systemelementen. Entwick-
lungsmethodiken unterstützen das Engineering durch Prozesse, Methoden, Modelle und
Tools um diese steigende Komplexität beherrschen zu können.
Die Konzepte, die in dieser Arbeit vorgestellt werden, basieren auf der Analyse von

Wechselwirkungen zwischen Modellen, insbesondere Systemmodellen, und Methoden.
Grundprinzipien von Systems Engineering wurden angewendet um diese definierten
Konzepte auf ein Anwendungsbeispiel zu übertragen.
Modellbasierte Entwicklungsansätze, wie auch Model-based Systems Engineering,

nutzen modellhafte Beschreibungen von Systemaspekten um komplexe Zusammen-
hänge zu beschreiben. Insbesondere Systemmodellen kommt eine herausragende Bedeu-
tung zu. Aus diesem Grund wurden publizierte Konzepte zu Systemmodellen analysiert
und auf Basis der identifizierten Anforderungen eine adaptierte Definition abgeleitet.
Ein Ordnungsschema für Modelle in der Entwicklung technischer Systeme wurde in
Form einer multidimensionalen Klassifizierung ausgearbeitet und mithilfe eines Würfels
visualisiert. Insbesondere die Wechselwirkungen und Zusammenhänge von Modellen
und Methoden wurden eingehend untersucht, um die Befüllung eines Systemsmodells
mit Information nachvollziehen zu können.
Das Konzept eines Systemmodells wurde in eine Methodik integriert, mit welcher

eine gezielte Methodenauswahl auf Basis von Kundenanforderungen erfolgt. Die aus-
gearbeiteten Konzepte wurden in weiterer Folge für eine tribologische Aufgabenstellung
beispielhaft angewendet.
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1 Introduction
The complexity of products is increasing, which brings huge challenges for product de-
velopment with it. Most systems in mechanical engineering are socio-technical systems,
which are hybrid combinations of hardware and software interrelated with people. In
this kind of systems, principal actions are performed by hardware, but software and
the human factor play essential roles as well (e.g., vehicles, computer-controller man-
ufacturing machinery, etc.).1 These systems do not only consist of many components,
its interactions are also non-linear, which leads to dynamic system behavior. The high
number of dynamically interrelated components make it a complex system. There-
fore, the development of socio-technical systems proves to be especially challenging
and demands sophisticated engineering approaches, which themselves require tailored
organizations and expert networks.
These developments also lead to a change of organizational matters, development

approaches, increase the number of involved stakeholders and much more. Especially
in the automotive industry, additional triggers for increasing complexity of products
are ever restricting legislative regulations regarding emission reduction. This empow-
ers so-called green technology, where alternative technologies (battery electric vehicles,
hydrogen fuel cell, etc.) aim to substitute conventional powertrains, powered by fossil
fuels. This also covers all kinds of electrification of the powertrain in order to reduce
emissions and increase overall efficiency, which leads to new technical solutions and
therefore to greater product variety. Furthermore, legislative regulations set require-
ments regarding NVH (noise vibration and harshness), safety and more. Following the
vision of autonomous driving and the demand for more embedded infotainment and
entertainment systems in passenger cars, the system under development includes more
and more aspects, while also time to market (including development and production
time) needs to be shortened.2
In order to cope with these developments, systems thinking is considered as part of

systems engineering principles. They become essential when considering a system not
just as bunch of components, but as a whole consisting of subsystems and components
which are strongly interrelated to operate together for a common purpose.3 Systems
thinking enables to look at a system as a whole to understand its interrelations with
its environment as well as the structure within the system and its behavior.4

1Kossiakoff et al. 2011, p.361.
2Grebe and Fischer 2018, p.87 f.
3Forrester 1968, p.1.
4Senge 1990, p.13 ff.
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1 Introduction

A system, which can be a virtual or hardware product, has to be considered over its
whole lifecycle where associated engineering tasks are supported by methods, models
and (mostly IT-based) tools. Challenges in interdisciplinary development projects are
different for each project and therefore it is hardly possible to provide an approach,
which can fulfill all the different project specific requirements.5 Therefore, connected
organizations and processes are required as well as communication overarching not only
departments but also cultures and time zones.
Major objectives of development approaches have always been to consider the whole
lifecycle of a system and to implement enhanced customer involvement in early phases.6
Tailored methodologies are required to deal with complexity and to enable lifecycle
considerations of systems. Methodologies represent collections of methods, processes
and tools7,8 to support product development. Many of them take up perspectives and
concepts from systems thinking.9
Many approaches try to cope with increasing system complexity. Especially systems

engineering proved to be beneficial when used to solve complex problems. Starting
with an identification and analysis of customer needs, required system functions are
derived. Based on that, a system concept is defined with ongoing planning activi-
ties regarding verification and validation, which are already considered in early project
phases.10 Systems engineering (SE) is a way of thinking, which is not only applicable
for engineering of complex systems, but which is also frequently used to overcome chal-
lenges related to complexity. According to Haberfellner et al., systems engineering is
based on a handful of principles: Top-down approach, thinking in variants, structuring
the procedure into phases and problem solving cycle.11 These principles are further de-
scribed in the course of this thesis. Product development often builds on model-based
approaches, which have the objective to describe a system under consideration through
models rather than with documents. Model-based development approaches (also called
virtual product development) include IT-supported and model-based processes for the
development of a system with the objective to save time and costs as well as to improve
the quality of a product.12

In model-based development of complex systems, engineers have access to an im-
mense range of available development methods and tools. In today’s development
projects, the task to decide which method should be used is often based on experience
and best practices. Furthermore, the importance of effective knowledge management
increases, because of the ever shortening time period it takes until technical knowl-

5Eigner 2014, p.2 f.
6Lindemann 2016, p.3.
7Dvorak 2017, p.72.
8Estefan 2008, p.1.
9Lindemann 2016, p.6.

10Long and Scott 2011, p.11.
11Haberfellner et al. 2015, p.55.
12Hirz et al. 2013, p.29.
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edge becomes obsolete and changing possibilities and forms of data management.13 It
is therefore important to investigate methodologies, which support decision making
with consideration of this changes in product development. Therefore, methodologies
provide a framework for model-based product development independent of the appli-
cation. Expert knowledge should not be replaced but should be implemented carefully
and it should be possible for other engineers within the organization to use it for their
own tasks. In the context of model-based development, this thesis has the objective
to describe how models and methods are connected via system information. Based on
that, an approach for model-based selection of development methods is outlined.
Figure 1.1 illustrates the observable trend of increasing system complexity for auto-
motive powertrains, by exemplary showing the expanding diversity of subsystems and
functionalities within a powertrain system. In the past, powertrain systems of passen-
ger vehicles consisted mostly of few essential mechanical parts (engine, transmission,
etc.), while today’s systems (for this example the structure of a hybrid powertrain
is shown in figure 1.1) are more complex. Not only does the system consist of two
main subsystem (conventional powertrain and electrification system), also the control
mechanisms in form of software and embedded systems increase system complexity by
enhancing variability of interactions. This points to even higher product diversity and
complexity for future systems where also new technical solutions may establish as new
system types or as addition to conventional ones. Furthermore, digitalization has huge
impact on technical systems like passenger cars. Not only does it change the prod-
uct by adding new possibilities for entertainment, infotainment and communication, it
also changes production, summarized by the catchphrase industry 4.0.14 As conclusion,
approaches are required which are neutral regarding the technical solution and which
enable management of complexity.

Product development includes various aspects and system considerations can be done
in different phases of the system’s lifecycle. Therefore, it is important to clearly de-
fine the context of this thesis. To establish common understanding of frequently used
terms, relevant fundamentals and its theoretical background are investigated and the
most important ones are summarized in chapter 2 of this thesis. Fundamentals regard-
ing product development are described as well as clarification of terminology, which is
frequently used and which is important to comprehend the developed concepts. Es-
tablished approaches to develop complex systems, like systems engineering, are inves-
tigated to understand the basic principles of them. Furthermore, the role of models
in product development is discussed and advantages of model-based approaches are
investigated. In chapter 3, a methodology is described which has the objective to
select development methods supported by models. Therefore, a classification scheme
for models is developed as well as extensive investigations of system models and an

13North and Kumta 2018, p.VIII ff.
14Lindemann 2016, p.5.
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1 Introduction

Figure 1.1: Increasing complexity of passenger vehicle powertrains17

adapted definition of it. The developed concepts and approaches are described in
detail in chapter 3, where the emphasize is laid on interactions between models and
methods to enable a more efficient use of them in development projects. To examine if
the developed concepts are applicable in real development projects, they are applied to
a use case. The mentioned evolution of powertrain systems in the automotive indus-
try requires highly sophisticated approaches with emphasize on system considerations.
Therefore, engineering approaches in that sector represent an interesting context for
the developed concepts of this thesis to be analyzed and verified by applying them
to an use case. To narrow the focus on a certain scientific discipline, involved in the
development of powertrains for passenger cars, tribology15 was chosen as an use case.
The investigation of tribological systems is challenging because of the high number of
involved scientific disciplines, different scales, on which tribological effects occur, and
interdependencies of functionalities.16

15Jost 1966.
16Czichos and Habig 2010, p.12.
17Hick, Bajzek, et al. 2019.
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These challenges make it an appropriate use case to demonstrate the benefits of
the concepts presented in this thesis, which should support handling complexity in
demanding development processes. The purpose of the developed concepts are demon-
strated by applying them to a tribological development of an automotive powertrain
subsystem. This is covered by chapter 4. Finally, the concepts are discussed and eval-
uated in chapter 5 and possible areas of its application together with required further
investigations are outlined in chapter 6.
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2 Fundamentals
To establish common understanding, terms and approaches, which are frequently used,
are defined. Furthermore, it is necessary to describe the context for the application of
the developed concepts, as many terms are differently used depending on the field of
science.

2.1 Systems, Models and Methods
The complexity of state-of-the-art products is increasing as described in section 1.
This leads to a need for approaches to consider systems not just as an assembly of
parts, but as complex structures consisting of parts and subsystems, properties and
interdependencies. In mechanical engineering, a variety of development methodologies
are used for that reason. Many of them build on conceptual terms like system, method,
model and tools. Therefore, these terms are defined in the following.

2.1.1 Systems thinking
As the term system is used in different contexts with varying scopes, this term has to
be defined for the application of this thesis. In general understanding, a system consists
of several components, which interact to fulfill the purpose of the whole system.1 The
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) defines the system in a technical
context as follows:

“[...] a system is sometimes considered as a product or as the services it
provides. [...] in practice, the interpretation of its meaning is frequently
clarified by the use of an associative noun, e.g., aircraft system. Alter-
natively, the word “system” is substituted simply by a context-dependent
synonym, e.g., aircraft, though this potentially obscures a system principles
perspective. [...] a complete system includes all of the associated equipment,
facilities, material, computer programs, firmware, technical documentation,
services and personnel required for operations and support to the degree nec-
essary for self-sufficient use in its intended environment.”2

1Forrester 1971, p.13 ff.
2ISO15288 2018.
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2 Fundamentals

Figure 2.1: General illustration of a top-down approach to analyze systems, its subsystems
and components inspired by Dillerup and Stoi3

Figure 2.1 illustrates that systems consist of several elements separated from the en-
vironment with a system boundary. A system consists of components and subsystems,
which can be further decomposed.
In order to understand a system as a whole, interactions between system elements

are important. The field of systems thinking was established by Peter M.Senge to con-
sider systems as a whole and to enhance the understanding of a connected world. He
recognized that this way of thinking is essential to understand an entity he called a
learning organization, which represents a continuously evolving system.4 Systems the-
ory is an approach to focus not only on its components and subsystems, but to also
lay emphasize on the interdependencies between them. Aristotle stated, that the whole
is greater than just the sum of its parts. Especially with system complexity increasing
more and more, the importance of system considerations rises. This approach is also
called holistic view in contrast to an atomic view on a system.5 Top-down approaches
adopt this principles by firstly concentrating on the whole system, its system boundary
and interaction with its environment, followed by considerations, where the focus is
narrowed step by step (e.g., system - subsystem - components). Furthermore, systems
science has the purpose to classify systems hierarchical, describe their structure, be-
havior, functions and relevant views on the system.6 It depends on the perspective how
a system is further described.
For instance, if the system is considered from a functional perspective, it contains

3Dillerup and Stoi 2016, p. 30.
4Senge 1990, p.13 ff.
5Dillerup and Stoi 2016, p.25.
6Ropohl 2009, p.75.
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2.1 Systems, Models and Methods

a set of interrelated functions, inputs, outputs and other related elements like the
environment.7
Furthermore, so-called system-technical methodologies have the purpose to consider

the wholeness of a system and the related technical discipline to describe the sys-
tem under development not just as a structure consisting of components, but also as
connected and dynamic combination of parts. It applies techniques from information
technologies, biology and cybernetics (the science of control mechanisms and commu-
nication within systems8). Another frequently used term is systems-of-systems (SoS).
It is used for several systems, which are individually developed to be able to stand for
their own but which provide greater benefit (e.g., value for the customer) when they are
orchestrated to work together in a connected way.9 For example, a navigation system
and a passenger car can both act as single systems independently from each other, but
if they are connected in a smart way, they can provide additional benefits like reduced
fuel consumption through intelligent powertrain operating strategies adapted to the
selected route.

2.1.2 Complexity of systems
As the complexity of a system is frequently mentioned to emphasize the challenges in
state-of-the-art development projects, it is important to understand the meaning of
the term. An established system classification regarding difficulty, rated by number
of parts and system dynamics, is shown in figure 2.2. A system is defined as simple,
when there are only a few elements and static interaction between those elements. In
contrast, a complex system consists of numerous elements with dynamic interaction
(e.g., hybrid vehicle powertrain).10 This leads to system behavior, which is difficult to
predict and which makes development especially challenging. It is widely acknowledged
that increasing system complexity is one of the main reasons that make definition of
system architecture and development in general challenging.11

7Weilkiens et al. 2016, p.91.
8Wiener 1948, p.32.
9Maier 1998, p.268 f.

10Ulrich and Probst 1988, p.61.
11Maier and Rechtin 2009, p.6.
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2 Fundamentals

Figure 2.2: Principal classification of systems and meaning of complexity inspired by Ulrich
and Probst12

2.1.3 Models
Models are used to describe systems. Based on Stachowiak’s definitions, a model has
three elementary properties:13

• Mapping property: Models always represent systems of natural or artificial origin,
which can also be models itself.

• Reduction property: Models do not contain all attributes of its origin, they only
cover those which are necessary for the creator/observer.

• Pragmatic property: Models have a replacement function and are not directly
linked to their origin.

Based on these properties, every representation of a system can be seen as a model.
To further refine the understanding of what models are, a general classification is re-
quired. Different types of models can be distinguished depending on the differentiation
criteria. Some common classifications of models are incorporated in figure 2.3. Firstly,
physically existing models (e.g., test specimen) and virtual models, which are process-
able by computers, are differentiated.14 Model-based development approaches focus on

12Ulrich and Probst 1988, p. 61.
13Stachowiak 1973, p.130 ff.
14Law 2015, p.5.
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2.1 Systems, Models and Methods

Figure 2.3: Different model types inspired by Friedenthal et al.18

formal and semi-formal models, which can be interpreted by computers and there-
fore provide re-usability. Informal models like documents are also often used, but do
not provide distinct interpretability.15,16 Generally, models can be quantitative and/or
qualitative, depending if the information a models provides is a countable value or a
qualitative conclusion.17 Of course, other differentiation can be done, but the presented
hierarchy should support the understanding, which types of models are investigated in
this thesis.
A model is created by one or more views on a system, which may be combined. Views

can be understood as narrow subsets of information about a system.19 This fundamental
building block of models is influenced by the scientific discipline the modeler is assigned
to, the scope of the model and more. To visualize views, different notations are used,
from text and tables to system modeling languages like SysML.20

2.1.4 Methods
The term method describes a rule-based and systematic task definition to achieve a cer-
tain objective. Methods are prescriptive and give proposals for a procedure. Therefore,
methods in development have a strong operational character.21 Methods are strongly
linked to models and in many occasions, only an analysis of both, models and meth-
ods, make sense. To differentiate methods and models, the purpose of their use has
to be investigated. With the already mentioned understanding of models, it becomes

15Madni and Sievers 2018, p.175.
16Koenig 2011, p.35 ff.
17Koenig 2011, p.31.
18Friedenthal and Moore 2012, p.526 ff.
19Weilkiens et al. 2016, p.90.
20Holt et al. 2016, p.12.
21Lindemann 2009, p.57.
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2 Fundamentals

clear that models represent a system and therefore contain system information within
a more or less clearly defined system boundary. In summary, models describe systems
and therefore contain system information, while methods generate, manipulate or use
system information. For instance, if the system under consideration is a piston repre-
sented by a prototype (physically existing model), a related method is a durability test
program to gain information about the reliability of the system.
In the context of product development, methods, which interact with models, are

called development methods. Additionally, methods to support decision making are
required in development projects.

2.1.5 Differentiation of processes, methods and tools
After differentiating models and methods, further terms have to be discussed. Methods
define the HOW and are supported by instruments called tools. These tools are mostly
IT-based. Processes are logical sequences of tasks which are performed to achieve
a pre-defined objective. Processes define the WHAT, describing the required tasks
in a certain time-dependent sequence and additional information about WHEN and
WHO assigned to these tasks.22,23 In most occasions, processes, methods, tools and
also models are not used separately. It is therefore reasonable to analyze them in a
connected way.

2.2 Product development
Lindemann describes product development as a combination of engineering, customer
interaction and market situation. It considers not only the development of a product
but also market mechanisms and customer demand to achieve a successful product
market introduction and often relies on concepts from systems thinking.24 Product
development also integrates strategies for organizations and markets. Many of these
concept like integrated product development provide approaches to cope with challenges
in development.25

To transfer a problem into a solution (transformation of as-is situation into the
should-be situation), development approaches and their fundamental principles have
to be realized supported by a set of processes, methods, organization and tools. These
so-called four interlocking pillars build the foundation for every system development.
Successful development can be achieved by combination and coordination of processes,
methods, organizations and tools.26

22Estefan 2008, p.2 f.
23Kranabitl 2019, p.27 f.
24Lindemann 2009, p.7 f.
25Ehrlenspiel and Meerkamm 2017, p.233 f.
26Haberfellner et al. 2015.
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As other authors point out, especially in automotive industry, the design cycles of new
vehicles and powertrains shorten. New approaches arise in order to fulfill development
tasks in a very competitive environment within shorter time frames. Model-based
approaches are therefore frequently used to support product development in many
aspects.27

2.2.1 Model-Based Development
Model-based engineering (MBE) or model-based development, is about elevating mod-
els to a governing role in the engineering process including specification, design, inte-
gration, validation, and operation of a system.28

To support engineering of a system, a model-based approach focuses on the inte-
gration of models with different scope in contrast to traditional document-based ap-
proaches. It is not the purpose of models to fully replace documents, which also provide
advantages in some applications, but the use of models throughout the system lifecycle
proved to be beneficial. The most important reasons to use models in development are
listed below:29

• Characterizing an existing system: Models are also used for knowledge capturing
and documentation. Therefore, they are used to describe existing models, which
may be poorly documented in an informal way.

• Mission and system concept formulation and evaluation: In early phases of the
system life cycle, models support to synthesize and evaluate alternative missions
and system concepts and also to check requirements fulfillment.

• Data consistency: Model-based definition of system architecture, design as well
as verification and validation of related requirements ensures data consistency
throughout a development project.

Model-based approaches support validation and verification activities in early phases,
because inter alia no physical test specimen is needed to investigate system behavior.
Validation is considered as checking if customer requirements are fulfilled - to check
if we did the right things and if the executed activities were effective while it is the
scope of verification to check if process results are in line with predefined objectives -
to check if we did the things right and if the processes were efficient.30,31

Figure 2.4 a) schematically illustrates a traditional document-based approach, where
standalone models are used in development, which are only loosely coupled and de-
scribed in documents. Formal communication among different disciplines takes place

27Schlosser et al. 2007, p.25.
28Estefan 2008, p.10.
29Walden et al. 2015, p.181 f.
30Gilz 2014, p.68.
31Lindemann 2016, p.13.
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Figure 2.4: a) Standalone models related through documents (document-based) inspired by
Dvorak
b) Multiple views on a shared system model (model-based)33

through a variety of documents that include human-readable text, diagrams, and
spreadsheets. Figure 2.4 b) shows the principal approach to overcome the shortcom-
ings of a traditional approach to assure consistency and completeness by using a shared
system model, which is both human- and computer-readable. This provides a basis of
communication about system understanding, because it integrates specific models of
different disciplines.32

2.2.2 Systems Engineering
As the terminology hints, systems engineering is an approach established particularly in
engineering of technical systems. The term engineering originates from the Latin term
genere and means to generate something.34 Over time, the term engineering evolved
and nowadays it stands for a methodical approach to develop systems in a technical
context. An engineer has insights in many technical disciplines from materials science
over mechanical design to production science. The International Council on Systems
Engineering (INCOSE) defines systems engineering as follows:

“Systems Engineering is an interdisciplinary approach and means to en-
able the realization of successful systems. It focuses on defining customer
needs and required functionality early in the development cycle, documenting
requirements, then proceeding with design synthesis and system validation

32Dvorak 2013, p.12.
33Dvorak 2013, p.12.
34Rambo and Weber 2017, p.18.
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while considering the complete problem. [...] Systems Engineering inte-
grates all the disciplines and specialty groups into a team effort forming a
structured development process that proceeds from concept to production to
operation. Systems Engineering considers both the business and the techni-
cal needs of all customers with the goal of providing a quality product that
meets the user needs.”35

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) sees systems engineer-
ing as a methodical and multi-disciplinary approach used in different phases of the
system’s lifecycle.36

Summarizing, systems engineering (SE) is an approach for especially challenging
system developments to meet requirements within often opposed constraints. As the
development of such systems is often multidisciplinary, systems engineering provides
a holistic approach, which tries to balance the interests and requirements of different
disciplines (e.g., different development teams and stakeholders) by avoiding a dominant
perspective of a single discipline.37 The perspective of systems engineering is based on
systems thinking and the concepts of systems science. It has the objective to under-
stand systems as dynamic entities, where interdependencies between elements define
the behavior of the system. This way of thinking sharpens the awareness of wholes and
how parts within a system interrelate.38 To develop socio-technical systems it is not
possible to strictly follow a predefined procedure, leading to the conclusion, that an
iterative approach may be needed in some occasions. Figure 2.5 illustrates a principal
approach in systems engineering. Starting with a problem or as-is situation, the prob-
lem solving process has the objective to find an appropriate solution. This process
defines the tasks, whose sequence is influenced by the followed procedure model (e.g.,
v-model), best practices and principles of systems science. To fulfill each task, methods
are needed to support of the process, which are themselves supported by tools and the
organization. The procedure model affects not only the process but also the organiza-
tion itself. For example, roles have to be assigned according to the subprocesses of the
v-model (e.g., system designer for domain specific engineering and system integrator
for coordination).
According to Haberfellner et al., there are four fundamental ideas of systems engi-

neering, which should be considered collectively rather than separately:39

• Top-down approach: To avoid conceptual issues, the approach to analyze or de-
velop a system should start with a rough consideration followed by more and
more detailed ones (e.g., from blackbox to whitebox thinking). This approach

35Walden et al. 2015, p.11.
36NASA 2016, p.2.
37NASA 2016, p.3.
38Walden et al. 2015, p.11 f.
39Haberfellner et al. 2015, p.55 ff.
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Figure 2.5: Processes, methods and tools in a systems engineering approach inspired by
Bajzek40

has already been presented in the illustration of the general system structure in
figure 2.1.

• Thinking in variants: Alternatives should be continuously developed in order to
asses them in an objective way and to decide on the most promising variant.

• Structuring the procedure in phases (macro logic): The process from a problem
to a solution should be divided into several phases, which further support the
implementation of a top-down approach.

• Problem solving cycle (micro logic): To solve emerging problems in a development
approach, the approach shown in 2.6 provides a structured methodology to make
a profound decision.

Systems Engineering is widely used in English-speaking regions and is especially
incorporated in development of military or aeronautic systems.41 With the publication
of ISO/IEC 15288:2008 Systems and software engineering – System life cycle processes,
systems engineering got formal acknowledgment, which made it available for further
applications.

40Bajzek 2018, p.61.
41Weilkiens 2014, p.19.
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Figure 2.6: Problem solving cycle as micro logic to solve problem within the development
process42

It seems to be a logical conclusion to build on the mentioned benefits of a model-
based approach and to combine them with core principles of Systems Engineering. In
conclusion, model-based systems engineering can be defined as follows, according to
the International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE):

“Model-based systems engineering (MBSE) is the formalized application of
modeling to support system requirements, design, analysis, verification and
validation activities beginning in the conceptual design phase and continuing
throughout development and later life cycle phases. MBSE is part of a long-
term trend toward model-centric approaches adopted by other engineering
disciplines, including mechanical, electrical and software.”43

Weilkiens concluded in a simplified way, that model-based systems engineering is
systems engineering with a system model.44 There is no clear consensus among liter-
ature, what a system model actually is and how it differs from specific models. This
question will be discussed extensively in the course of this thesis.

42Haberfellner et al. 2015, p.261.
43INCOSE 2007, p.15.
44Weilkiens 2014, p.22.
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2.2.3 Procedure models
In order to support the product development process, researchers have conceptual-
ized many procedure models. Most are declared as procedural guidelines, which can
be followed iteratively as well as only once. Many established procedure models for
development of mechanical or mechatronic systems have certain fundamental steps in
common:45

• Requirements specification and planning

• Concept/draft generation

• Detailing

• Realization

• Integration

• Verification & Validation

Over time, numerous procedure models were developed depending on organizational
and market specific demands.46 From general descriptions of the product develop-
ment process’s phases according to VDI2221 47 and design guidelines according to
Pahl/Beitz,48 over to agile approaches like spiral models.49 Of course, many com-
binations of different approaches and tailored models for the specific use case were
developed in the past decades. These mentioned models are only an extract of many.

The v-model is a popular and frequently implemented procedure model. It is used
to logically organize tasks and phases within product development. The concept of the
v-model was derived from the waterfall model50 whose core idea is that a phase can
only be started if the information from the previous phase is available and complete.51

VDI established the v-model, which is widely used in product development and which
is well-known in the industry as well. Figure 2.7 shows the different procedural steps
from requirements to a developed product. The v-model according to VDI2206 is a
fundamental approach to develop mechatronic systems through enhanced interdisci-
plinary cooperation. The v-model is well established in the industry and therefore, its
procedural step are further described.

45Eigner 2014, p.15 f.
46Eigner 2014, p.15 ff.
47VDI2221 1993.
48Feldhusen and Karl-Heinrich Grote 2013.
49Boehm 1979.
50Royce 1970.
51Eigner 2014, p.4 f.
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2.2 Product development

Figure 2.7: V-model inspired by VDI2206 53

Requirements for development based on customer needs build the starting point of
the v-model. As first step, in system design an initial system concept is developed,
which is then detailed to deeper levels of the system structure (e.g., subsystems and
components). After that, it is further processed by different involved disciplines (e.g.,
mechanic design, software design etc.). This procedure represents a top-down approach.
When design and implementation are finished, system integration is carried out follow-
ing a bottom-up logic to finally get to a well developed product. The v-model also
emphasizes the importance of horizontal information transfer, which incorporates the
idea to already consider system validation and verification tasks in system design in
order to enhance the idea of early assurance of requirements fulfillment. The whole
development should be supported by models, because of the reasons stated in section
2.2.1. For model-based approaches, the v-model is further evolved by associating tasks
like model specification, simulation, virtual and hybrid tests to the classical v-model’s
procedure.52

Additionally, many variants of the v-model exist in literature as result of adaption
of the principal procedure model to the specific needs of a certain discipline. It is also

52Zafirov 2014, p.86 ff.
53VDI2206 2004.
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important to note, that the steps in the v-model define a procedure but not necessarily
a process. Therefore, sub-sequences of the v-model can be followed iteratively (e.g.,
refining design after first verification tests).
In the further course of this thesis, the developed concepts and methodology are

applied to an use case to investigate if they are adaptable without losing their core
principles. An exemplary development task is defined in the field of tribology. There-
fore, relevant fundamentals of tribology are described in the next section.

2.3 Tribology
The acknowledgment of tribology as an own field of science is relatively new. Of
course, tribological phenomena like wear or friction are known since scientists like
Da Vinci, Euler and others investigated them, but in these days, the focus was to
understand friction from a mechanical point of view (e.g., to understand how friction
can be reduced). In the twentieth century, the field of tribology was defined as an own
field of science:

“Tribology is the science and technology of interacting surfaces in relative
motion and of related subjects and practices”54

Tribological development focuses on wear, friction, lubrication and its interactions,
which are generally illustrated in figure 2.8. The interrelations between these aspects
are complex and many factors like environmental conditions or material behavior affect
them. After the mentioned Jost report, tribology became recognized more and more
and its potential of improved system understanding, regarding tribological behaviour,
is enormous.55 For example, improved system durability, higher available performance,
practically maintenance-free operation are typical objectives of tribological optimiza-
tions. Simply put, this is achieved by reducing wear and friction.56 Nevertheless, friction
has not to be avoided in all cases. Friction is often needed to transfer forces between
different system elements or dissipation processes are used to transform energy (e.g.,
in brakes of a passenger car kinetic energy is transferred into thermal energy). In these
applications, the objective is to increase the friction between the involved parts.57 By
reducing wear and friction, the world energy consumption can be reduced, as 23% of
it is used to overcome friction and replacement of worn out parts. This has also huge
impact on world wide emissions.58

54Jost 1966.
55Bunk et al. 1981, p.11.
56Czichos and Habig 2010, p.4 ff.
57Sommer et al. 2014, p.7.
58Holmberg and Erdemir 2017, p.1.
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Figure 2.8: The three main aspects of tribology: friction, wear and lubrication

2.3.1 Tribological systems

Technical systems contain many tribological subsystems. As the definition of tribology
stated, all relatively moved surfaced in contact or surfaces only separated by lubricants
are tribological systems. Firstly, the structure of such a system is investigated.
In figure 2.9 a) the principal structure of a tribological system is shown. There

are two solid elements (e.g., gear of a transmission), which are relatively in motion.
These elements may be separated by a lubrication medium (e.g., oil). As a result of
chemical reactions or pre-treatment, the solid elements may include a tribolayer, which
is a solid surface layer with different properties in comparison to the base material.
Tribolayers strongly influence the tribological behavior and may change over time (e.g.,
run-in phase). The environmental medium is also seen as a structural element, as it
potentially affects all other elements (e.g., water vapour, dust etc.).59

To visualize the system structure in a more abstract way, figure 2.9 b) shows the
elements as blocks representing elements with assigned properties, which are connected
by lines to represent the interdependencies between them. In summary, the system
structure consists of structural elements, its properties and interdependencies.
The functional description of a tribologial system can be illustrated as shown in fig-

ure 2.9 c). The system function is the transformation of an input X into an output
Y. This process is influenced by disturbances, dissipation effects and occurring losses.
For example, if the function of the system is to increase the temperature in the contact
area to weld two parts together, the input is a normal force and a movement, while
the output is heat dissipation in the contact area. This process is influenced by dust
(disturbance), wear (loss) and dissipation effects which do not support the system func-
tion. Summarizing, a tribological system is characterized by its structure, its technical
functions, the load collective and the dissipation effects like wear and friction.60

59Czichos and Habig 2010, p.8.
60GfT 2002, p.15.
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Figure 2.9: a) Generalized tribological system
b) System structure with interdependencies and properties
c) System function and influencing factors inspired by Czichos and Habig61

2.3.2 Complexity of tribological systems
Tribological effects are complex because of their interdisciplinar and multiscale nature.
In development of mechatronic systems, the target is often to improve performance
and reduce losses such as friction. Therefore, the investigated effects are mainly macro-
scopic. The interdependencies of tribological behavior on multiple scale levels - from
nano to macro - make the development of such systems challenging. For example, the
friction between a piston ring and a cylinder liner is influenced by the atomic forces
on nano scale between the surfaces, which depend on chemical depositions on the sur-
face and lubrication, but also on the microstructure of the surface material. In order
to understand the different effects and to improve the behavior of the whole system,
many discplines are involved, from chemistry (e.g., tribolayer formation), over materials
science (e.g., discloations, material properties, microstructure) and contact mechanics
(e.g., contact of asperities) to applied sciences (e.g., surface coatings).
Figure 2.10 illustrates this interdisciplinarity over the relevant scales of tribological

effects.

2.3.3 Friction
Basically, friction is a resistance against movement. It occurs as friction force between
two surfaces, and acts as a counter reaction to the introduction of motion or as resis-
tance against an continuing motion. There is also an inner friction within materials,

61Czichos and Habig 2010, p. 18.
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Figure 2.10: Tribological effects and applications on different scales and allocated disciplines
inspired by Lehigh Univeristy 65

which is characterized for fluids with the property viscosity. The viscosity of a fluid
is influenced by many factors like temperature, shear stress, contamination and fluid
pressure.62 Early concepts to describe friction forces date back to Coulomb, who contin-
ued the research of previous contributors like DaVinci and Euler. The friction model
of Coulomb describes the occurring friction force as linearly dependent on the normal
force with a proportionality factor called coefficient of friction.63,64

62Czichos and Habig 2010, p.81 f.
63Coulomb 1821.
64Sommer et al. 2014, p.7.
65Lehigh-University 2019.
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FR = COF ∗ FN (2.1)

FR ... friction force
COF ... coefficient of friction
FN ... normal force

This fundamental formula can be seen as a macroscopic description of friction. For
coarse approximations or quick estimations, it might be reasonable to use literature
values for the coefficient of friction (mostly based on material pairing and lubrication).
Nevertheless, it is important to understand, that this coefficient is strongly related to
the system and is affected by relative movement, contact situation, materials, lubrica-
tion and many more influencing factors and can only be described as a system property
and not just as independent material property.
Considering friction from a microscopic point of view, it is important to note that

energy conversion processes mostly take place in surface boundary layers where physical
and chemical interactions between the surfaces occur together with related surface and
material transitions.66 Based on the mechanisms of lubrication film formation, different
lubrication states can be distinguished.67,68 Table 2.1 provides short descriptions for
each lubrication state.
The described states depend on a comparative value, which includes the film thick-

ness, surface roughness and other properties depending on the application (e.g., journal
bearing carrying load). In figure 2.11, the coefficient of friction, which is the ratio of
the friction force and the normal force, is principally shown as function of the lubrica-
tion states.69 As described earlier, this is a system property and therefore depends on
the used materials, lubrication medium, environmental circumstances etc. The hydro-
dynamic lubrication state, where the contact surfaces are completely separated by a
lubrication fluid, is especially important in the context of this thesis. The focus is laid
on elastohydrodynamic (EHD) approaches in the further course of this thesis.

66Sommer et al. 2014, p.7 f.
67Wen and Huang 2018, p.3 ff.
68Czichos and Habig 2010, p.81 f.
69Czichos and Habig 2010, p.81 f.
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Table 2.1: Description of different lubrication states70

Lubrication state Description

Dry friction Contact of two dry surfaces without lubrication

Boundary lubrication (I) Friction occurs between the surfaces of the contact
partners. So called tribolayers on the surface differ from
the base material regarding chemical composition.

Mixed lubrication (II) Inner friction within the lubricant as well as friction
between solid surfaces occur.

Hydrodynamic lubrication (III) This state is described with elastohydrodynamic (EHD)
approaches, which combine, inter alia, hydrodynamic
influences and rheology.

Figure 2.11: Lubrication states of a system. Dry frcition, Boundary lubrication (I), Mixed
lubrication (II), Hydrodynamic lubrication (III))71

70Wen and Huang 2018, p. 3.
71Czichos and Habig 2010, p. 81.
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2.3.4 Wear
The term wear includes different types of surface damage and removal of material
from one or more surfaces of solid elements, which are in relative motion to each
other (sliding, rolling or impact motion). Typically, wear occurs through interactions
(mechanical or chemical) of asperities of the solid surfaces, which are influenced by
frictional heating.72 These energy dissipation effects in the surface layer of a solid part
influence the material loss. These interdependencies should be considered in the system
design phase (material selection, surface treatment, etc.) and understanding of them
supports the evaluation of failures as well.73

As shown in figure 2.12, two main types of surface interaction can be distinguished.
While mechanical interactions mainly depend on the direct contact situation either be-
tween two surfaces with or without abrasive particles, molecular interactions are caused
by forces between the surfaces. In tribology, the relationships between different factors
(e.g., mechanical, structural, physical, chemical) are complex and depending on the
system and boundary conditions, they affect the processes more or less. These tribo-
logical processes result in different forms of surface damage - from abrasion, pitting,
spalling, scuffing to micro wear.
These wear modes are interrelated with friction and lubrication, as dissipating friction

heat and lubrication as convective cooling fluid influence wear - especially scuffing -
by changing surface material interactions. Also, wear particle act abrasively and can
therefore cause further wear.74,75

2.3.5 Lubrication
In order to reduce friction and wear, a separation of the contact surfaces is meaning-
ful, which is done by a lubrication medium. This medium can be either gaseous (e.g.,
air), liquid (e.g., oil, water) or solid (e.g., graphite), but in most technical applications
oil is used as lubricant.76 The enormous influence of lubrication on occurring friction
between two solid parts is described with the Stribeck curve in figure 2.11. Lubrica-
tion is affected by the medium and its properties and the resulting fluid flow in the gap.

The calculation of the fluid flow is based on Reynolds’ hydrodynamic lubrication
theory77, which is a differential equation derived from Navier-Stokes equations78. As-
sumptions regarding the lubrication gap (gap distance much smaller than dimensions in
flow direction), fluid pressure (constant in normal direction to flow), the fluid behavior

72Bhushan 2013, p.447.
73Sommer et al. 2014, p.14.
74Wen and Huang 2018, p.283 f.
75Kragelsky et al. 1977.
76Czichos and Habig 2010, p.163 f.
77Reynolds 1886.
78Stokes 1845.
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Figure 2.12: Classification of different types of wear inspired by Weng and Huang82

(no fluid inertia, stick condition) and the surface topography (ideally flat) are made
to simplify these basic equations.79 For tribological applications, these equations were
adapted to include effects like micro flow.
Lubricants are characterized by the properties density and viscosity. These characteris-
tics have huge influence on the fluid behavior in the lubrication gap.80 The investigation
of fluid properties, especially its dynamic viscosity, is called Rheology.81 The influence
of temperature, shear stress, pressure and other factors on the fluid behavior are of
interest.

79Czichos and Habig 2010, p.182 f.
80Wen and Huang 2018, p. 6 ff.
81Czichos and Habig 2010, p.81 f.
82Wen and Huang 2018, p. 283.
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3 Conceptual Framework and
Methodology

To outline the general procedure of this thesis, as shown in figure 3.1, several principles
are considered. First of all, the objectives and motivation behind this thesis are clarified.
To develop an approach for development method selection based on models different
questions have to be answered:

• How can a set of development methods and models be derived from customer
needs?

• Which types of models can be distinguished and what is the scope of these dif-
ferent types?

• How do models and methods interact and what are the differences between them?

• Which types of development methods are used in model-based development and
how can they be differentiated?

Figure 3.1 illustrates the principal procedure to answer these questions in the course
of this thesis. The mentioned questions define the procedural steps on the left side
of figure 3.1. Current understandings and approaches are analyzed and based on that
a new methodology is developed. Furthermore, definitions for important terms are
described to establish common understanding. In section 4, the developed concepts
are applied on an use case to be able to evaluate its advantages and disadvantages.
This procedure has similarities with the v-model and takes up several principles from
systems engineering as well. Firstly, a concept is defined in which the understanding
about models and methods is further detailed for the scope of this thesis. These steps
follow a top-down approach as they start with an overall concept and then further
detail definitions and classifications in the further course of this thesis. The implemen-
tation of the defined concepts is done by applying them to an use case. This is done
iteratively following a bottom-up approach to improve the concepts with conclusions
drawn from its application to tribology. Furthermore, the procedure is structured into
phases (macro logic) to define feasible tasks.1,2

1VDI2206 2004.
2Haberfellner et al. 2015, p. 55.
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Figure 3.1: Procedure to develop and validate a method selection approach supported by
models

3.1 Approach for method selection supported by
models

As a first step, a general approach is described to connect models and methods in
development in order to choose the appropriate ones. This should support decision
making about what methods and models are used in the development of a system. In
figure 3.2, a logical approach is visualized to derive the required models and methods
from customer needs.
This approach uses an analogy to Quality Function Deployment (QFD), which was
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Figure 3.2: Approach for assessment of required models and methods in development based
on customer needs

introduced by researchers in Japan in the twentieth century.3 It is a customer-oriented
method to ensure quality throughout product development by deriving product prop-
erties from customer needs. Several adaptions of this concept are well-established, but
they all have the core idea of step-wise derivation and evaluation of product character-
istics based on customer requirements in common.4
Figure 3.2 shows an adaption of this approach for model-based engineering. As a

first step, customer needs are compared with possible output information (information
about a system, which is an output of development methods) in order to asses which
is needed to evaluate if customer needs were satisfied. For example, if the system
under development is a vehicle powertrain and a customer demands sporty acceleration,
the development task is to assure acceleration from 0-100kph in 8sec. In the first
comparison, every system information which is associated with this development task
is marked (e.g, torque, engine speed, mass). After this required output information is

3Akao 1992.
4Maritan 2015, p.11 f.
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determined, the next step is to asses which models cover this information. As there
exist numerous models in product development, an approach for classification of models
and visualization of its contents is needed. This is discussed in section 3.2. Next,
models are evaluated, if they contain the necessary information about the system or
not. A set of required models is identified in this step. These identified models (e.g.,
torque-speed-model and geometry model) need to be filled with information in order
to provide the required output information, which is needed to asses if customer needs
were satisfied. The information described with these models is generated or transferred
from other models, which is the task of methods. For example, a map which shows
the engine torque as function of the engine speed (which is a formal model), has to
be generated by filling it with data (measured torque values for different operating
points). In the next step, the required model inputs have to be identified. For the
example of a torque-speed-model, there are several possibilities to generate this model.
In a classical development approach, engine test beds are used to acquire the required
data. In virtual development, a proper method would be a combustion simulation which
generates the required model. In order to identify applicable methods, a classification
scheme and an assignment of methods and models in it is necessary. Section 3.3 and
section 3.4 cover these tasks.
It is important to note, that it is not meaningful to select methods solely analytically,

for that might not be feasible in complex development environments. The main reason
for this is, that in large engineering departments the number of available methods is
huge (this of course depends on e.g., the type of system under development or the expe-
rience of the engineers with a certain product). Also, more and more software solutions
and IT-tools are purchasable which implicates that a decision for a set of development
methods has huge impact. This approach serves as navigation method to find a path in
a complex and interconnected map of models and methods. It is also important to look
at this concept from different points of view. On the one hand, this approach may be
used before starting a new product development in an organization without previous
experience to support the selection of right methods. On the other hand, it can be used
in existing engineering departments to make development more effective by focusing
the development efforts on the most important methods. In both cases, this approach
provides a pre-selection of methods and models, but the final choice depends on the
skills of the engineers, financial resources (to invest in new development methods and
IT-tools), already existing methods and other aspects. Therefore, another important
and not avoidable influence is the so-called human factor. The way how a human uses a
machine/an IT-tool/a simulation software depends on many factors (e.g., professional
experience, collaboration in a department, corporate culture) and influences the out-
come of a method essentially.5 This affirms that socio-technical systems include humans
as an integral part of the system. As already mentioned, it is not always possible to
select methods analytically, as there may be more than one applicable method available

5Guastello 2014, p.2.
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to describe a required system information. Mostly unconsciously, decisions are based
on the belief that a chosen development path will be successful. It is important to
understand, that many decisions in technical development are affected by credition (a
term established as analogy to emotion and cognition for believing processes).6 Recent
research on processes of believing indicate, that there is no clear separation between
cognition and emotion. Model-based approaches support decision making by providing
information in form of models, which describe important aspects of the system under
development (e.g., critical interdependencies).

3.2 Classification of models in development
As already illustrated and described in section 2.1.3, different model types can be
distinguished. Exemplary, figure 3.3 a) shows a race car engine developed by Porsche7

as system under consideration. Figure 3.3 b) illustrates different types of models to
describe this system. A physically existing model would be a prototype of the engine,
which can be used as test specimen (but which has not all of the properties of the
produced engine in the final specification). A document-based approach describes
dimensions and physical properties in form of textual documentation, which represents
an informal model. Model-based development is based on the use of semi-formal and
formal models, in this case a geometry model of the crank train which also includes
information about dimensions, mass properties, kinematics, etc. As this thesis is based
on the core concepts of model-based development, only formal and semi-formal models
are further investigated. In this context, semi-formal means that these models obey
a certain syntax and include notations but most of its contents is described using
natural language. In contrast, formal modeling languages include syntax, notations
and semantics, which are all formally defined.8,9,10 The purpose of both, formal and
semi-formal models, is to manage complexity by providing the following advantages:11

• Maintain data consistency: Connected data repositories and interconnected mod-
els enable a consistent system description.

• Assure Traceability: Through extensive investigation of interfaces between mod-
els, it is possible to trace information flow better in development.

• Provide re-usability of information: In comparison to informal and physical mod-
els, formal and semi-formal models can be re-used by adapting it for similar
systems.

6Angel 2015.
7Porsche. 2016, p.1.
8Liu 2004, p.239.
9Koenig 2011, p.34.

10Friedenthal and Moore 2012, p.371.
11Madni and Sievers 2018, p.172.
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Figure 3.3: a) Principle illustration of different model types
b) Race engine developed by Porsche as exemplary system under consideration14

One of the main advantages of semi-formal and formal models is the fact, that they
minimize the space for different interpretations of the meaning. In contrast, human
language always leaves room for interpretation. In theory, virtual models - formal
and semi-formal - provide explicit information described with standardized formalisms,
which make it readable and understandable for humans as well as computers.12,13

In model-based development approaches, virtual models (sometimes also referred to
as digital models), which are generated on computers, are used. As these models are
processable by computers, they act as enablers for a more efficient development. (e.g.,
supporting early verification and validation and identification of critical interfaces).
For example, verification and validation (V&V) activities and optimization projects
are supported by the use of models and a (semi-) automatic documentation of prod-
ucts or systems can be implemented.15,16 There exist several terms which are used
similarly. Human language is often not precise, which causes different understandings

12Madni and Sievers 2018, p.175.
13Koenig 2011, p.35 ff.
14Porsche. 2016, p.1.
15Hick, Bajzek, et al. 2019.
16Zafirov 2014, p.81 f.
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Figure 3.4: Differentiation of models, simulations and repositories inspired by Hick et al.19

of the same term. Models, methods, processes and tools were already distinguished in
chapter 2. The interrelations of development models with simulation and repositories
are visualized in figure 3.4. A model is made up of several views of a real system, which
collectively describe its origin. Virtual models are stored in repositories and may be
interconnected via simulations. There are numerous meanings of simulation in litera-
ture. According to Friedenthal et al., a simulation is composed of a model and a set
of initial conditions. The simulation engine has the purpose to create an instance of
the model in the simulation environment, applies the initial conditions to that instance
in order to determine the change of state as function of time.17 The results of a sim-
ulation may represent models itself (e.g. fuel consumption map). Repositories act as
data bases which collect data and information of models, simulations and results. The
figure also shows the principle that not every model is created to be used for an ongoing
simulation, but it hides further methods which are necessary to generate a model (by
transferring the reality into a model), methods to fill a model with information and
methods to provide exchange between models.18

3.2.1 Analysis of as-is situation

Referring to section 2.2.1, system models are essential for model-based systems engi-
neering approaches. Several authors agree that system models are the most important
attribute which distinguishes model-based systems engineering (MBSE) from systems

17Friedenthal and Moore 2012, p.526.
18Hick, Bajzek, et al. 2019.
19Hick, Bajzek, et al. 2019.
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engineering (SE)20,21 , there is no common understanding of what a system model actu-
ally is. Therefore, no consensus about system models, their boundaries and objectives
exist. Some describe it as a structured representation of a system containing several
different aspects as requirements, structure, properties and interconnections.22 Other
authors state, that system models are combinations of several models and repositories,
which are able to act as one single model or central repository.23 In order to act as
repository connected to several combined models, data management tasks and clearly
defined responsibilities between the different entities are required.
The reasons for this disparity of what a system model represents are different. The

uncertainty associated with human face-to-face communication is one reason for that.
Most of the time, human language leaves room for interpretation, which implies that
no clear meaning and application area of a certain term can be defined. Especially,
the terms systems and models are often used. As described in chapter 2, it depends on
the point of view what a system is (e.g., a vehicle as well as an engine). A model is a
representation of reality with properties as defined by Stachowiak (mapping , reduction
and pragmatic property24). But not every representation of a system is automatically
a system model. Therefore, it is important to establish a common understanding and
clear definitions about system models.25

Another reason is that the term system model is used in various technical disciplines,
from software engineering over mechanical engineering to business economics. As a
result of that, the term represents different meanings according to its application. To
understand the similarities and differences of system models in different disciplines, a
few examples from literature are given in the followings.
In software engineering, system models are used as graphical representations of the

software system, its elements and interactions with the environment and are mostly
developed in the course of requirements engineering26 and system design. The process
of developing a system model is consequently called system modeling, where abstract
models of a software system are generated. Each model represents a different view or
perspective of the considered system. System modeling often uses graphical notations
or mathematical methods to develop formal and semi-formal models.27

Systems thinking inspired approaches in management and organization, which have
strong connections to system dynamics. They often implement semi-formal or formal
system loop diagrams to visualize impact of decisions and market developments.28

20Friedenthal and Moore 2012, p.523.
21Zafirov 2014, p.81.
22Hart 2015, p.18.
23Weilkiens 2014, p.22.
24Stachowiak 1973, p.130 ff.
25Hick, Bajzek, et al. 2019.
26Lamsweerde 2009, p.3.
27Sommerville 2016, p.137 f.
28Buerlow n.d., p.119.
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In the automotive industry, which often sets standards for technical engineering of
mechatronic systems in general, system are structured on several levels, from the ve-
hicle system over powertrain systems to subsystems and components. System models
are used on different levels of technical detail and for different states of system matu-
rity in development to document requirements, structure, behavior and verification &
validation.29,30

Established approaches in product development are analyzed in the followings to
build a base for common understanding of the term system model. As it is generally
agreed that a standardized modeling language is an essential enabler of model-based
system engineering (MBSE), many authors see the System Modeling Language (OMG
SysMLTM) as the appropriate solution.

“SysML is a graphical modeling language with a semantic foundation for
representing requirements, behavior, structure, and properties of the system
and its components”31

It consists of four content-related pillars: requirements, structure, behavior and para-
metrics and is based on the Unified Modelling Language (UML)32 The fundamental
structure of SysML is shown in figure 3.5, were the four content blocks and interrela-
tions between them are idealized. Many publications claim that system models follow
the same principles and contain the same information categories as SysML * and fur-
ther imply, that SysML is the only possibility to create system models.33,34 With this
approach, potentially useful views on a system (e.g., verification and validation test
cases) might be ignored. It is also not possible to implement such a system model as
executable model. Nevertheless, SysML provides semi-formalized modeling language
and therefore enables better system understanding and a base for stakeholder commu-
nication by uniform notations, semantics and syntax.35 It has to be stated, that SysML
is just one way of system model generation, but system models should not be limited
to SysML. In the following chapters, SysML based system models are integrated in a
broader definition of system models and will be considered in a wider context.
In some approaches to implement model-based development, a system model is

claimed to be a central model, which acts as a single source of truth (also referred
to as sole source - or single point of truth). It is a logical conclusion, that an entity in
a central position could provide 100% traceability and data consistency. In some pub-
lications, approaches are described where the task to manage all occurring engineering

29Hick, Bajzek, et al. 2019.
30Albers et al. 2007, p.16.
31Friedenthal and Moore 2012, p.XVII.
32Friedenthal and Moore 2012, p.17.

*SysML in its current version
33Albers et al. 2007, p.16.
34Hart 2015, p.18.
35Hick, Bajzek, et al. 2019.
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of SysML structure and content-related pillars42

data about a system are handled by a central system model. As SysML models are not
able to fulfill these tasks, new concepts like the total system model were developed. In
this exemplary approach, a central system model is complemented with tools for data
management.36 Many approaches already tried to provide some kind of single source
of truth or single repository. An early concept for this purpose was the engineering
backbone.37 The developed ideas were further evolved and lead to product lifecycle man-
agement (PLM) approaches. The objective of PLM is to manage all product relevant
data and information over the whole lifecycle of a system or product.38 This is done to
provide consistent information flow over the whole lifecycle of a product. Important
to note is that PLM is not a finished IT-solution, rather it is a way of thinking to
connect all department specific repositories, which emerged over time.39 The lifecycle
of technical systems and software systems is defined by the International Organiza-
tion for Standardization (ISO) and includes all activities from concept, development,
production, utilization, support until retirement.40 The rising flood of available data
and information about products, markets and customers triggers new applications in
the area of Big Data. The requirements for big data approaches show the challenges

36Bajaj et al. 2016, p.5 f.
37Eigner and Stelzer 2009, p.44.
38Peschke 2017, p.30.
39Rudolf and Schrey 2015, p.3 f.
40ISO/IEC/TS24748 2018.
41Fels et al. 2015, p.263 ff.
42Friedenthal and Moore 2012, p.17.
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of state-of-the-art data management.41 System models cannot replace such approaches
and especially SysML based approaches cannot cope with the challenges of increasing
data variety. Therefore, intelligent integration of different concepts like product life-
cycle management, development models and data management concepts is essential to
create an added value for engineers, customers and other stakeholders. It depends on
the objective of its application what purpose a system model has to fulfill and how
it should be implemented in an engineering process. In conclusion, it is important to
connect different approaches, because it is not feasible at the moment to implement a
single source of truth in development.

3.2.2 Requirements for a system model definition
Based on the as-is analysis discussed in section 3.2.1, general requirements for a def-
inition of the term system model are derived. With this as starting point and with
the generic definitions of the term system and model, a definition of system models
for model-based development can be outlined. It is not the aim of this thesis to state
that other concepts are wrong. The definitions should enable fundamental understand-
ing, established point of views should be incorporated or derivable to allow the use
of them in further research activities. It should enable better understanding of the
term system model, its possible applications and further connection to other types of
models and methods. Moreover, it is not sufficient to only provide a global definition,
as the objective is to develop a concept about system models that is adaptable to its
application. Additionally to general valid definitions and a clear terminology, the posi-
tioning of a system model in a wider context of a development process is presented. In
chapter 4, the concepts are applied to a use case in order to understand shortcomings
and advantages of it. Apart from these general requirements derived from the as-is
situation, there are basic requirements all kind of models have to fulfill. According to
Madni and Sievers, there are two concepts to ensure the quality of an implemented
model. Model validation checks if the model corresponds to a real system and if exter-
nal requirements (e.g., incorporated standards and applicability) are fulfilled. Model
verification ensures that a model has been implemented correctly. Correctness implies
completeness, consistency and traceability.43

• Completeness: A model is complete if all elements, relationships, parameters,
inputs, outputs, processes and constraints, which are relevant for its applica-
tion, are sufficiently specified. It must be able to reflect the needs of involved
stakeholders.

• Consistency: In order to provide a model, which is consistent with established
concepts and definitions, general standards have to be implemented.

43Madni and Sievers 2018, p.175.
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• Traceability: Concepts, relationships and results have to stay in line or should be
derived from common standards, specified requirements or guidelines.

These requirements are valid for all kind of models and also for the developed con-
cept of a system model. Of course, the validation can only be done if there is a real
system the model corresponds to. This will be done by applying the developed con-
cepts to a use case in order to validate the definition of a system model. Finally, the
purpose of system models also defines requirements for its definition. The general ad-
vantages of a model-based approach were already discussed extensively in the previous
sections. But what makes system models interesting and motivates a deeper investiga-
tion? Increasing product complexity, high number of involved disciplines (mechanics,
software, electrics/electronics etc.), increasing amount of available data (of market, cus-
tomers, development, suppliers etc.), the need for flexible production lines and many
more trends make it impossible to provide detailed information about every part as
well as overall structure and functions of a system with just one model. It has to be
investigated, how a system model can provide general views on a system while inter-
acting with other models which provide depth and detailed information.44 According to
Zafirov, requirements, structure, behaviour, parameters, context, validation and verifi-
cation represent a set of modeling concepts, that incorporate various views of different
disciplines.45 These views have to be incorporated in a system model definition as well.

3.2.3 Definition of the term system model
The term system model is not just a simple combination of the terms system and model.
Adapting the principles of Aristotle, a system model is more than just the sum of these
two terms.
In section 2.2.1, the importance of system models for development approaches like

model-based systems engineering, which build on system models as primary artifacts,
was outlined. Therefore, it has to be investigated which purpose and scope system
models have. According to Friedenthal et al., a system model is generally used to
describe multiple views on the system at a fairly abstract level. The scope of a system
model is not to describe a single part of a system in detail but it has a broader scope.
Other types of models focus on particular aspects of a system to represent them in
detail. It is especially important to keep overlapping areas of models consistent.46 In
order to be able to distinguish different model types, it is important to clearly define
applicable differentiation criteria. Firstly, it has to be defined what a broad scope means
in the context of development of mechatronic systems. There exist a lot of models in
science (physical, mathematical etc.) which describe physical or chemical phenomena.
Consequently, these models provide depth, which means that processes or parts of a

44Hick, Bajzek, et al. 2019.
45Zafirov 2014, p.83 ff.
46Friedenthal and Moore 2012, p.526 f.
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system are described in detail, and not breadth. In this context, breadth stands for
holistic views on a system.
Following the systems engineering principles, a top-down approach leads from rough

to detail (e.g., from the overall system over subsystems to components). System models
are often only used on system level, but this depends on the point of view. Looking
at the v-model described in 2.2.3, it has to be discussed which types of models are
used on which levels of the development procedure. System models naturally have the
purpose to describe the system under consideration to understand the interplay of its
sub-elements in order to fulfill a greater objective. Generally, system models are used
to support design. For complex products, it is meaningful to use system models on
different levels (e.g., a system model describing the functional structure of an engine
and a system model of the whole powertrain structure). Figure 3.6 shows that if this
principal procedure is cascaded from system over subsystems to components there does
not have to exist only one system model in development. The v-model, as defined in
VDI 2206, can be drawn for each level. Therefore, a v-model of the whole product
development can be seen as a global v-model, while further local v-models can be set
up for each level.47 As mentioned in the introduction, the context of this thesis is the
development of socio-technical systems. In this type of systems, functions are typically
performed by hardware which is controlled by software and humans.48 Mechatronic
systems are socio-technical systems and VDI 2206 mentions that the development
of such mechatronic systems include mechanical engineering, electrics/electronics and
information technologies (IT).49 System models need to be able to act as communication
platform for different involved disciplines by combining views of several disciplines on
the same system. System modeling generally has the objective to include aspects,
which are externally visible like behaviour and properties of a system as well as internal
aspects like architecture. Thus, the contents of a model may include information about
requirements, structure, behavior, paramaterics, validation & verification (V&V).50,51

These different aspects of a system or types of model contents can be summarized as
technical domains.
In conclusion, a system under development is considered on different levels of de-

tail, by multiple disciplines (mechanics, electrics/electronics, software, etc.) and with
several technical domains (requirement, structure, behavior, V&V, etc.). Each com-
bination represents a certain view on a system and the wholeness of views embodies
every possible system information (e.g., system level - mechanics - structure). Models
cover different views and therefore system information regarding their scope. A system
model is a combination of multiple views. Extending the comprehension about system
models of Friedenthal et al., system models have the scope to provide breadth and

47Hick, Bajzek, et al. 2019.
48Kossiakoff et al. 2011, p.361.
49VDI2206 2004.
50Zafirov 2014, p.83 f.
51Hybertson 2009, p.78.
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Figure 3.6: Positioning of system models (SM) and specific models (xSM) in the v-model
inspired by Hick et al.53

width and not fidelity in all aspects.52 Models, which aim to provide high level of detail
are called specific models.

System models incorporate multiple views in breadth and width by including the
views of at least two technical domains or disciplines. The objective of specific models
is to provide more depth than a system model by representing the view of a single
discipline on a single technical domain in detail.54

For example, a model generated using SysML represents a system model as it usually
includes several technical domains (requirements, structure, behavior and parametrics).
The view of a mechanical engineer on the structure of a system and the design of its
subsystems and components, which is usually modeled using Computer aided design
(CAD) tools, represents a specific model. Both types of models are needed in de-
velopment and build the foundation of model-based approaches. As a system model
combines several views to provide a better system understanding, the idea of one single
model, which combines all views on a system may be feasible in the future, but this
is far from practical realization. This also supports the idea of several existing sys-
tem models in parallel in a connected development environment. Although, centralized
thinking is important and is supported by the use of system models.55

52Friedenthal and Moore 2012, p.526 f.
53Hick, Bajzek, et al. 2019.
54Hick, Bajzek, et al. 2019.
55Hick, Bajzek, et al. 2019.
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3.2.4 Multidimensional system cube
In order to be able to classify models into system models and specific models, it is nec-
essary to define a generalized structure which is adaptable for different applications. As
stated in section 3.2.3, different model types can be distinguished regarding the system
information (or views) they contain. According to the conclusion of previous sections,
three general dimensions are defined for a model-based development of mechatronic
systems:56

• Breadth: There are many disciplines (e.g. mechanics, electrics/electronics, soft-
ware, etc.) involved in the development of a system, which all have their own
views on the system under consideration. These disciplines are represented by
this dimension.

• Width: This dimension describes involved technical domains (e.g. requirement,
structure, behavior, verification & validation, etc.) to consider different aspects
of a system.

• Depth: Following a top-down approach for the consideration of a system (e.g.,
system - subsystem - component), the dimensions described before are available in
different degrees of detail and on several levels of the system structure. Therefore,
a third dimension, describing the depth of the model, is required.

The resulting three-dimensional grid leads to the visualization in figure 3.7 a). The
defined dimensions can be visualized as a cube, where each dimension defines one side
of the cube (x - breadth, y - width, z - depth). This concept is not limited to three di-
mensions and an database implementation can be set up following the same principles.
In this case, the dimensions have to be tailored to the specific use case. Figure 3.7 b)
visualizes the difference between system models and specific models. While a system
model is typically placed at the upper half of the cube, specific models can be visual-
ized as pillars. Several meaningful system models can be derived from this cube. For
example, a system model covering the technical domains requirements, structure, be-
haviour as views of multiple disciplines on system level can be modeled using SysML.
Another system model contains the views of the disciplines electrics/electronics and
software on the aspects structure and behavior on system and subsystem level. This
could be a system model showing the architecture and functionalities of an electron-
ics system controlled and driven by software applications. Therefore, several system
models with diverse purposes and scopes can exist in parallel. Combined views allow
meaningful system statements and further provide a base for common understanding
and discussions about systems. Specific models provide technical detail of one view
on different levels in contrast to system models. For example, a mechanical engineer

56Hick, Bajzek, et al. 2019.
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Figure 3.7: a) General illustration of classification scheme in form of multidimensional sys-
tem cube
b) Exemplary models (system models and specific models) positioned within
the system cube58

defines the design of the components (e.g., piston) as well as the assembly of subsys-
tems (e.g., engine) and the complete system (e.g., vehicle) using CAD software tools.
To understand the functionalities of the system, interdisciplinary considerations are re-
quired (e.g., mechanical parts, electrics/electronics and software act together to provide
a certain function). Both, system models and specific models, are needed to success-
fully implement model-based development and to support decision making in product
development.57

It is reasonable to look at similar approaches in data management. Multidimen-
sional data modeling is based on arrangement of information within a grid, which is
built up by dimensions. In these concepts, dimensions are further detailed by a hier-
archical structure (a so-called classification scheme). These data models are also often
visualized as cubes.59 Figure 3.8 exemplary shows further detailed dimensions in a hi-
erarchical order for the previously defined dimensions. The structure of a dimension
is not limited to the presented solution. For example, the discipline mechanics can
be detailed in different ways, depending on the criteria. Considering the medium’s
state of aggregation, solid and fluid mechanics can be distinguished. Based on force
influence and movement kinematics, statics and dynamics can be differentiated. It is
very important to tailor these definition of the dimensions to the use case or type of

57Hick, Bajzek, et al. 2019.
58Hick, Bajzek, et al. 2019.
59Farkisch 2011, p.13 f.
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Figure 3.8: Hierarchical structure of dimensions

product. Moreover, the relevant level of detail is depending on the practical applica-
tion. For example, in vehicle development the levels system-subsystem-component are
reasonable while for materials science the levels macro-micro-nano might be suitable.
This is further discussed in section 4, where the principal dimensions are tailored to
the field of tribology for technical system developments.

3.2.5 Analysis of model structure
The main purpose of the system cube presented in figure 3.7 is to visualize how models
can be classified. Nevertheless, this cube can also be used to identify the scope of
different models visually. For instance, if a completely novel product development
starts and it is unclear which models are needed to describe the system properly,
required system information and appropriate models can be detected.
Decisions about purchases of new simulation software packages or test machinery

bring high costs with it. Therefore, it is important to find an effective selection of
methods and models. Comprehensible concepts and data structure support these kinds
of decisions in development. Furthermore, the system cube is used to analyze a current
state of available models. Empty spaces can be detected easily, followed by considera-
tions if this missing system information should be described using a model or not. In
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Figure 3.9: Identification of relevant models

figure 3.9, this procedure is principally shown. For example, if the requirements for
an automotive powertrain (subsystem) need be to described as base for engineering
tasks definition, this view (mechanics - requirements - subsystem) can be identified
within the multi-dimensional grid of the system cube. Based on that, a decision has
to be made if this information should be described using models or in another way. In
this case it would make sense to expand the current structure of available models with
a new model that describes requirements on subsystem level as derivation of system
requirements. For example, methods from requirements engineering60 could be used to
generate this model. This model could be connected and integrated with other models
(e.g., to connect a certain requirement with other system aspects like geometry).
To further use the analogy from data management, some established operations for

multidimensional data structures are discussed. Figure 3.10 a) shows a slice operation,
which filters the data in order to look at the system from the view of an mechanical
engineer. This operation reduces the dimension of the data grid by focusing on the
remaining two dimensions. Figure 3.10 b) visualizes the result of a dice operation.
In this example, all hardware elements (mechanics and electrics/electronics) are con-
sidered on system and subsystem level regarding requirements and structure. With
these operations, relevant data can be filtered in order to lay focus on it. Applicable
models, which include the relevant views or system information, can be determined eas-
ily. Farkisch describes more standard operations for the analysis of multi-dimensional
data structures like pivot (rotate the cube to change the perspective of the analysis) or
drill-down (refining the view on a certain system aspect step by step).61

60Lamsweerde 2009, p.3.
61Farkisch 2011, p.39 ff.
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Figure 3.10: a) Slice operation b) Dice operation

3.3 Interactions of models and methods
Models describe systems, or aspects of a system, by combining views and system in-
formation. Methods process information or data and either generate, connect or alter
models and the system information described by them. In well implemented model-
based approaches, most of the relevant system information is described using models.
Therefore, methods also act as connection between different models. As stated in
section 2.1.5, tools support methods and are often IT-based. Three basic procedural
phases or sub-methods can be identified for each development method.

• Information acquisition: Input information has to be identified and prepared for
a certain method (e.g., it has to be transferred into an appropriate format)

• Information processing: This is the core step of each method as it provides the
required output information. For example, a calculation uses a mathematical
description together with given input information to provide a solution.

• Information transfer : Similar to information acquisition, relevant information
has to be identified and prepared for further usage.

Figure 3.11 illustrates this sub-procedure within each method and exemplary shows
its connections to models. In model-based approaches, most of the available system
information is described with models. Therefore, a method is a connection between
several models by defining how different system information is interrelated (e.g., fluid
flow velocity is an input to calculate hydrodynamic friction). Tools are used to support
a method.
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Figure 3.11: Principal structure of a method and input-output relations with system infor-
mation described by models

As described in the sections before, the development of a growing number of products
and rising complexity leads to often incomprehensible structures of models and methods
within organizations. Referring to the definition of complexity in section 2.1.2, this
implies that there is a high number of entities (models, methods) with not always
clearly defined and sometimes non-linear interfaces. Providing a classification scheme
for models like the one presented in section 3.2.4, is a first step to face these challenges.
In figure 3.4, it was shown how models, simulations and repositories can be connected
principally. It is important to understand how they interact in a network consisting of
several entities. Figure 3.12 illustrates this network and gives a preview on how such a
network might look like in a product development department using numerous models
and simulations to develop its products. This should affirm the conclusion, that it is
of highest importance to lay emphasize on interfaces between these entities. According
to Hick et al. three main types of interfaces can be distinguished:62

• Model transfer : It is reasonable to use the contents of one model in another model
(often in a slightly adapted form). For example, data exchange formats provide
possibilities for transfer of information. In many cases, a model only needs slight
changes to fit for another simulation (e.g., if a detailed geometry model in CAD
should be used in a simulation to calculate stresses in the material, the model
has to be simplified and adapted, but does not have to be set up from zero).
Interfaces between models are required to implement changes not twice but only
in one models and the changes are transferred to the other connected models

62Hick, Bajzek, et al. 2019.
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Figure 3.12: Network of models, simulations, repositories and interfaces between them in-
spired by Hick et al.63

automatically.

• Co-simulation: In order to connect simulations, standardized interfaces are re-
quired. To enable cooperation of different simulation and to connect simulations
with input-output relations, concepts like functional mockup interfaces (FMI)
enable the creation of so-called functional mockup units (FMU).64

• Data exchange: The connection of different repositories is certainly the most
important interface type to provide data consistency throughout a development
project. It is a task of data management to enable these connections.

Figure 3.12 concentrates on simulation methods and leaves out that many more
methods are used (e.g., generate models or process data in models). Another conclusion
is that these networks of models, methods and repositories require coordination and
management tasks. It was already postulated in this thesis, that a model combining all

63Hick, Bajzek, et al. 2019.
64Höll et al. 2018, p.805.
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other models in development to cover all system information is far from realization. A
connected repository, which provides the required consistency is not available, however
several approaches like product lifecycle management (PLM) aim to provide a connected
data backbone for the whole product lifecycle.65

3.4 Classification of development methods
After describing the principal sub-procedure within methods in figure 3.11, it is now the
aim to classify methods. Methods are distinguished regarding their interactions with
models, regardless if these models are system models or specific models. As shown in
figure 3.13, three principal method types can be detected, regarding their interaction
with models:

• Method type A: Methods to generate information about a system, to fill a model
with it. Therefore, these methods generate models or parts of it.

• Method type B: Methods to use information contained in a model to generate
new information (e.g., for another model).

• Method type C: Methods to improve or modify already existing information in
a model (e.g., updating existing information or to combine different information
to create a new conclusion).

Figure 3.13: General types of interaction between methods and models and derived model
types

Figure 3.14 illustrates the different types of interactions between methods and mod-
els. These types of interaction act as classification criteria. Figure 3.14 a) shows the
most important method type which is used to generate models based on input informa-
tion. In the further course of this thesis, the emphasize lays on this kind of methods.
Methods as shown in 3.14 b) and c) are also used in many occasions, but as a kind of
background process, which is to transfer information between models and to update or
expand existing models.

65Zafirov 2014, p.86 f.
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3.5 Summary of core concepts

Figure 3.14: Principal illustration of different method types
a) Method to generate models (Method A)
b) Method to transfer information from one model to another one (Method B)
c) Method to process information within one model (Method C)

3.5 Summary of core concepts
Previous sections of this chapter described the described step-wise derivation of clas-
sification schemes (for models and methods) and tailored definitions, based on the
determined requirements for new concepts.
Considering the scope of a model, system models and specific models are distinguished.
System models incorporate multiple views in breadth and width and include the views
of at least two technical domains or disciplines. On the contrary, specific models pro-
vide more depth than a system model by detailing the view of a single discipline on a
single technical domain.

To classify several models in development, a scheme was introduced which is based
on multidimensional data structures of system information. Therefore, dimensions
have to be defined for the specific application (discipline - technical domain - level).
This classification scheme can be visualized as multi-dimensional system cube.
The interactions of methods and models were investigated in terms of their relations
to system information. While methods generate or modify information about a sys-
tem, models describe systems containing a certain set of information, depending on the
scope of the model. Based on these connections, methods for a certain development
task can be selected depending on the required system information to generate specific
models and system models.
For the context of this thesis, methods are classified in methods to generate models,
methods to transfer information from one model to another one and methods to process
information within one model.
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Considering different model types and their interaction with methods, an approach was
presented to support decision making about the right choice of development methods
used to generate models. In this procedure, the relevant information to evaluate the
development task is identified as a first step. Based on that, a derivation of required
models and methods can be done. Basic interactions of models and methods are im-
portant to implement a combined use of them. Therefore, classification and clarified
terminology are essential.
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4 Practical Approach
After describing and developing relevant concepts in section 3, the next step in the
procedure illustrated in figure 3.1 is the application of the developed concepts to a
defined use case. As described in the introduction, the context of this thesis is the
development of socio-technical systems. The presented methodology in chapter 3 has
the objective to support the development of complex systems. To prove the advan-
tages of this methodology, a sophisticated use case for system development has to be
chosen. Tribological system developments proved to be challenging, as numerous dif-
ferent disciplines are involved and tribological effects occur on several scales with often
complicated cause-effect relationships.1 Additionally, system behavior in tribology, in
contrast to other engineering disciplines, depends on system properties rather then only
on constant material properties.2 The following sections start with a description of the
chosen technical system, its application and integration within a system. Next, avail-
able development methods for tribology are explained with a limited focus on those
which support a model-based development approach. Especially important and estab-
lished development methods in tribology are described more closely in the followings.
Based on these selected methods, the interactions of methods and models are analyzed.
Models describe different aspects of the system, by containing information about the
system under consideration. Emphasize is laid on methods to generate those models.
The identified models are in the next step further detailed and classified with the de-
scribed concept of the system cube. This classification and the analysis of appropriate
models and methods are the starting point for derivation of a selection of development
methods based on customer needs and required models. This is done by identifying
required output information and subsequent decisions on how this information can be
provided. The procedural steps of this thesis were already illustrated in figure 3.1. In
this section, the step use case definition and application of the methodology on this
defined tribological use case are described in detail.

4.1 Use case: Piston-bore interface
Typical objectives of tribological developments are for instance improved system dura-
bility and higher available performance, which can both be improved through reduced

1Czichos and Habig 2010, p.12.
2Scherge et al. 2002, p.202.
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wear and friction.3 In the automotive context, the development objectives are often re-
lated to durability, reliability, performance, driveability, NVH, etc. Friction and wear
reduction play an essential role to achieve that. Tribology is an own field of science,
which investigates effects occurring when two surfaces are in direct contact or only
separated by a lubricant and in relative motion.4 It includes interrelated processes of
friction, wear and lubrication. While a scientific investigation aims to understand the
fundamental processes which define observable tribological behaviour, technical prod-
uct developments have objectives regarding durability/reliability, function deployment,
costs, safety, etc. Therefore, it has to be decided how deep a meaningful investigation
of effects has to go in order to improve overall performance of the system, and often
a compromise has to be accepted. Extensive research and high development efforts
are invested in the improvement of the friction of automotive powertrains. Friction
reduction in powertrain subsystems such as internal combustion engines is necessary,
as friction losses lead to worse efficiency and increased fuel consumption.5 Friction anal-
yses of combustion engines show, that up to a third of all internal friction is caused
by the piston group. The highest proportion of that is caused by the tribological con-
tact of the piston and rings to the cylinder wall or liner.6 Of course, these values are
influenced by the engine’s state (e.g., start, heat up, normal operation, start-stop) and
many other factors (e.g., combustion process, operating point of the engine, lubrica-
tion, oil temperature) but can be seen as reference values. Furthermore friction of the
piston group does not only depend on the operating point of the engine but also on
constructive parameters like piston geometry, surface topography, tolerances between
the contact partners and ring pre-load.7 Furthermore, worse efficiency and therefore
higher fuel consumption for the same output power leads to higher emissions of CO2
and can also cause higher pollutants emissions.8
Figure 4.1 illustrates the considered subsystem in this use case. On the left side

of the picture, an internal combustion engine is drawn schematically, with a detail
showing the tribological subsystem piston ring - cylinder wall. This subsystem is also
called piston-bore interface and is the use case to demonstrate the concepts developed
in this thesis. Much research and engineering is invested in the geometrical design of
the pistons rings, the surface topography and coatings of the cylinder wall. For this
example, the exact geometrical implementation is not taken into account. Instead,
overall relations between included parts and functionalities are investigated.
In the development of a vehicle it is always a very important objective to improve

powertrain efficiency. Therefore, friction improvement is a derived objective as part of
overall efficiency improvement. In order to reduce occurring friction within parts of a

3Czichos and Habig 2010, p.4 ff.
4Jost 1966.
5Maassen 2015, p.439.
6Speckens et al. 1998.
7Maassen 2015, p.447.
8Pucher 2015, p.825 ff.
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4.2 Models for system description

Figure 4.1: Schematic structure of internal combustion engine and the investigated subsys-
tem (contact between piston ring and cylinder wall/liner)

vehicle, all subsystems and its contacts have to be analyzed regarding friction. The
internal combustion engine might be the most important element regarding friction
investigation. Other parts which contribute to overall losses in a vehicle are, among
others, transmission, bearings. As stated before, the piston group and especially the
contact between a piston ring and cylinder wall (often a liner is placed within the
cylinder bore) is the system-of-interest, when the friction of the internal combustion
engine needs to be analyzed. Other friction causing components inside the engine are
the valve train, bearings, etc. Figure 4.2 illustrates that the friction map of the engine
(as description of the combined friction behavior of the internal combustion engine
depending on the operating point) has to be used in combination with information
about friction of other subsystems and not just as isolated single information. For
example, the operating point of the engine is affected by the chosen gear, flow and roll
resistance of the vehicle and therefore the friction within the engine is interrelated with
other subsystems and components of the vehicle.

4.2 Models for system description
Models have the objective to describe systems by providing different views on system
aspects. The piston-bore interface, as described in section 4.1, has to be investigated
regarding its tribological behavior. Therefore, relevant system aspects have to be de-
scribed by several models to exploit the advantages they provide (according to section
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Figure 4.2: Structure of placement of the investigated subsystem within the development of
the whole vehicle regarding friction9

2.2.1). Figure 4.3 illustrates the considered tribological system. It consists of two solid
parts - the piston ring on the one and the cylinder wall (or liner) on the other side.
The solid parts of this system are described by a geometry model and materials model
and the change of geometry of the lubrication gap is described by a deformation model.
The two surfaces are separated by an oil as lubricant - described by an oil model and a
hydrodynamic model. However, this separation is affected by normal loads on the con-
tact and motions of the two surfaces relatively to each other - described by multi-body
dynamics model and a load model. The contact and the occurring wear and friction
are defined by applicable models. The models used in the development of the contact
between the piston ring and the cylinder wall (or liner) are principally described in
table 4.1.

9Hick, Faustmann, et al. 2019.
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Table 4.1: Description of models used for tribological development

Model Described system aspects

Mixed Lubrication Description of friction between two surfaces in relative
Friction Model motion with and without lubrication

(dry friction and hydrodynamic friction)

Wear Model Wear volume of contact for different wear modes described
as function of operating point

Contact Model Contact pressure formation in both surfaces and
determination of contact zones

Hydrodynamics Model Description of flow behavior of the lubrication medium
(usually oil), pressure distribution in the lubrication gap
(incl. modeling of surface topography influence on micro flow)
and temperature distribution within the fluid film

Oil Model Description of the lubrication fluid properties
(e.g., viscosity of the lubricant as function of temperature,
shear stress and pressure)

Deformation Model Material behavior in form of mechanical and thermal
deformations and related change of gap geometry surfaces
(often expressed as condensed stiffness matrices)

Multi-body Description of kinematic multi-body systems regarding
Dynamics Model motion and occurring reaction forces

Geometry Model Geometrical information about the system structure,
subsystems, components and surface topography

Load Model Description of load parameters on the system under
development according to defined test cycles including
mechanical and thermal load

Materials Model Properties of used materials for solid parts of the tribo-
system regarding elasticity, stiffness and surface hardness

Elastohydrodynamics Tribological system consideration by combined aspects
Model described in other models
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Figure 4.3: Principal illustration of models used to describe tribological contacts

4.3 Methods for tribological development
Generally, test methods (test procedures with an existing physical model or the pro-
duced product) and simulation methods (approximate imitation of the operation of the
system under consideration10) are distinguished. In literature, development methods
in tribology are divided into six categories, listed in table 4.2. While a higher category
implies a higher degree of abstraction of the load situation and/or system description,
a test of a lower category requires a test specimen, whose properties are near to the
final produced product, or the final specification of the system itself.11,12 For vehicle
development, a test of category I would be a vehicle test under real driving conditions
(e.g., including oil aging effects or intake air containing abrasive particles) to estimate
wear. Analyses on an engine testbed to estimate the friction by the corresponding value
of friction mean effective pressure (FMEP)13 belong to category II or III (depending
on the point of view if the engine is the complete system or a subsystem). Numerous
methods evolved over time to estimate the friction losses of the engine indirectly on
a testbed. For example, by measuring the cylinder pressure (to calculate mean indi-
cated pressure) and the effective torque (to calculate mean effective pressure) of the
engine, the difference corresponds to the FMEP. This method is well established to
estimate friction losses within an engine but an engine as test specimen and elaborate

10Banks et al. 2001, p.3.
11GfT 2002, p.41 ff.
12Czichos and Habig 2010, p.193 f.
13Maassen 2015, p.439.
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Table 4.2: Categories of tests for tribological systems18

Category Description

I - Field test Tests and investigations of complete tribological system
under real world conditions

II - Bench test Tests and investigations of complete tribological system
on a test bench under conditions near to reality

III - Aggregate test Tests and investigations of single original subsystems
under conditions near to reality

IV - Component test Tests and investigations of components (original or
simplified) under conditions near to reality

V - Specimen test Tests and investigations of component-type specimens
with simplified load conditions

VI - Model test Fundamental investigations of tribological processes with
specific test specimens under variable but defined conditions

measurement tools are required.14 To evaluate the friction of specific subsystems or
components, extensive investigation like the strip-down method are required.15 For di-
rect friction measurement, the floating liner method was developed, where the friction
force acting on the cylinder liner is measured.16 Simulation methods can be assigned
to the categories IV to VI, as they are always based on models which are simplified
to a certain degree. Most physical or mathematical simulation models are based on
laws of similarity and continuity, which cannot be transferred to tribological systems in
any cases. Therefore, simulation in tribology is especially challenging.17 Nevertheless,
simulation methods provide possibilities to develop friction causing subsystems in early
development phases, as no physical test specimen is required.

14Pischinger et al. 2009, p.359 f.
15Maassen 2015, p.440.
16Merkle et al. 2018, p.8.
17Czichos and Habig 2010, p.236 f.
18Czichos and Habig 2010, p.193.
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4.4 Interaction analysis of models and methods
In a model-based development approach, methods are classified in methods to generate
models, methods to transfer information from one model to another one and methods
to process information within one model according to section 3.4. To enable virtual
development, the generation of models, especially formal and semi-formal models, is
essential. These models are used to describe the tribological system under development.
Therefore, the process of model generation via methods and the related information
flow is further analyzed. The focus of this thesis is on descriptive models, which means
that these models are generated to describe a certain system. Of course, simulation
methods are based on so-called simulation models, which are the base for the execution
of a calculation (e.g., a geometry mesh as base for a Finite Element Method). These
models strongly depend on the tool they are built with and are not the focus of this
thesis.

4.4.1 Methods for model generation
In section 3.3, it is stated that models and methods are linked via system information.
For example, the system information contained in one model is used as input for a
calculation method, which generates another model. Therefore, there are input-output-
relations between models and methods. For simulations in tribology, several specific
calculation methods are well established and are further described in the followings.
As friction between two surfaces is influenced by many factors, the tribological behav-

ior of a system is often illustrated as a Stribeck curve, where the influence of the specific
film thickness on the coefficient of friction (COF) is shown. This COF was already
mentioned in equation 2.1, and is described as proportionality factor between normal
load and friction force. Therefore, the coefficient of friction can be used as a specific
parameter representing friction. The absolute value of the friction force is calculated
by multiplying the COF with the normal load an the contact. The principle relation
of friction and specific film thickness dates back to Stribeck19 , who investigated the
influence of lubrication on bearings. To estimate the friction of a system depending on
the operating point (load, relative speed, motion etc.) information about lubrication
flow, the lubrication medium and the surface properties are required. Figure 4.4 illus-
trates the required input information to generate the mixed lubrication friction model,
which contains information about the dry friction and the hydrodynamic friction of a
system as output information provided by a method. It is also exemplary shown in
this figure, that several models might be included. Models are classified into system
models (marked blue) and specific models (marked orange) using the concept of the
system cube according to section 3.2.4. In this case the models describe different sys-
tem aspects and contain output and input information used by methods. However, it

19Stribeck 1902.
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of a friciton calculation method to generate a mixed lubrication fric-
tion model

depends on the specific circumstances of a development project which models are avail-
able (e.g., not in all cases an detailed oil model is available or desired). To calculate
absolute friction between the contact partners, information about friction under dry
condition (without lubrication) is required. For example, this can be determined using
a tribometer test20 , which uses a simplified system structure as well as defined load and
motion. Hydrodynamic friction for newtonian fluids depends on the fluid viscosity and
the flow velocity gradient.21 Therefore, information from a hydrodynamic model and
an oil model (viscosity is affected by fluid pressure, temperature and shear stress and
other influencing factors) is required. To calculate the specific film thickness, different
approaches are established depending on the technical system or application. All of
them have in common, that it relates to a film thickness (described by a hydrodynamics
model) and the surface roughness.22

For instance, the specific film thickness is generally approximated as function of the film
thickness and the surface roughness of the involved parts. For bearings, it is established
to estimate it as function of the bearing load and angular velocity.23

Figure 4.4 shows the interrelations between models and methods, as methods require

20Czichos and Habig 2010, p.204.
21Wen and Huang 2018, p.201.
22Czichos and Habig 2010, p.238 f.
23Wen and Huang 2018, p.148.
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Figure 4.5: Fluid flow calculation of lubricant in gap with assigned input and output infor-
mation and generated hydrodynamics model as result of the calculation

input information to generate certain output information. In most cases, this informa-
tion is described in models. Figure 4.4 shows, that important input information for
the generation of a friction calculation method is contained in a hydrodynamics model.
Therefore, also the method to generate this model is further investigated and illustrated
in figure 4.5.
The calculation of the fluid flow is based on Reynolds’ hydrodynamic lubrication

theory24, which is a differential equation derived from Navier-Stokes equations25 with
simplifications for fluid flow in a lubrication gap.26 This equation was adapted by
Patir and Cheng, who introduced so-called flow factors to consider the influence of
surface topography on the micro flow of the lubricant.27 This is especially important
for tribologial contacts, as it has great influence on friction if the contact zone is
separated by lubricant in a micro scale or not.

24Reynolds 1886.
25Stokes 1845.
26Czichos and Habig 2010, p.182 f.
27Patir and Cheng 1978.
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As input information, the fluid viscosity is required together with boundary condi-
tions. These are represented by the gap geometry and deformations of the surfaces
as well as loads (mechanical and thermal) and relative motion of the surfaces. In this
case, the equation system with its adaptions represent a model of the system, which
is the base for the method of fluid flow calculation. In tribology, friction and wear
are the most important parameters of behavior. But also hydrodynamics have great
influence on friction and wear as it describes the behavior of the lubricant within the
gap. The methods and models illustrated in figure 4.4 and figure 4.5 were chosen
to exemplary show the interrelations of different methods and models. For a mean-
ingful system description regarding friction, the mixed lubrication friction model can
only be generated, when a hydrodynamics models provides input information for the
calculation. Nevertheless, the input information for a friction calculation can also be
based on assumptions or literature values, but the accuracy of such an approach is not
meaningful.
Further methods are required to fully describe the tribological system. A well estab-

lished method to calculate wear is an approach according to Archard,28 who describes
an empirical relation of wear, surface hardness, normal load and sliding distance with
a proportionality factor called specific wear rate. It was originally used to describe
adhesive wear only and was updated to include effects of abrasion29 and the influence
of abrasive particles on the specific wear rate as well. Accordingly, to calculate the
specific wear rate, information about the surface roughness (described in a geometry
model), film thickness (described in a hydrodynamics model) and abrasive particles are
required.30

Considering the contact situation, the geometry of the asperities has great impact
on the resulting contact zone and pressure. Greenwood and Tripp established a way to
consider surface roughness by idealizing the real asperities with normally distributed
equally sized asperities.31 Furthermore, material properties (described in a materials
models), loads (described in a multi-body dynamics model) and information about
the contact geometry (described in a geometry model and a deformation model) are
required as input information for the simulation of the contact.
Additionally, models and required methods to generate them are implemented to

describe deformations, multi-body dynamics, oil characteristics and more. These ad-
ditional methods to generate relevant models are contained in the appendix.

4.4.2 Information flow between methods and models
As described in the previous section, there are various methods and models required
to describe all relevant aspects of a tribological system. Figure 4.6 illustrates the infor-

28Archard 1980.
29Rabinowicz 1965.
30Sommer et al. 2014, p.16 ff.
31Greenwood and Tripp 1971.
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mation flow to generate an elastohydrodynamics (EHD) model. Elastohydrodynamic
(EHD) is a lubrication state according to table 2.1 and includes several effects (hy-
drodynamics, elastic deformation of gap geometry and contact of asperities). This
lubrication state occurs in many technical systems (gear, bearings, etc.).32 In elasto-
hydrodynamic contact situations, many influencing factors affect each other. These
factors are represented by several models and methods describing different aspects of
tribological systems.

Figure 4.6: Elastohydrodynamics (EHD) model generated by a method which connects and
orchestrates the interplay of several methods and models

Elastohydrodynamic approaches are used to described different tribological systems
like journal and roller bearing, gears and others. A sophisticated model structure is
required to gather combined system considerations. Various pieces of input information
are required to generate the models, which are connected by the elastohydrodynamic

32Wen and Huang 2018, p.4.
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method. Obviously, this figure illustrates how complex the interrelations between the
different system aspects are. In the end, it is the objective to generate an elastohy-
drodynamics (EHD) model, which contains information about the tribological contact.
Although the most relevant information related to friction and wear, other information
about the contact (contact pressure, film thickness, fluid pressure) are of interest and
described together in the generated elastohydrodynamics (EHD) model.33

Figure 4.6 shows models, methods and connection between them. This is illustrated
in a simplified way, but it proofs how sophisticated modeling of tribological contact
situations can be. Detailed descriptions of the interfaces (illustrated as arrows) and of
the shared or transferred system information were exemplary shown for two methods in
section 4.4.1. All other methods related to an EHD approach are illustrated together
with its input-output relations to models in appendix figure A.1, A.2, A.3, A.4 and
A.5. The source of input information my vary from project to project (e.g., informa-
tion about certain system aspects can be re-used from previous projects). Figure 4.6
illustrates an ideal model-based approach, which means that it has the objective to
describe as many aspects of a system with models as possible. The presented network
of methods and models is a sophisticated approach, which has to be adapted according
to requirements of the development. An approach to choose the right development
path within this network was presented in section 3.1.

4.5 Classification of models in tribology
The interrelations between models and methods were already investigated in the section
before. Furthermore, the identified models have to be classified, because as illustrated
in figure 4.2 the model structure for this tribosystem is only one of many in vehicle
development. Following this presented approach, it is possible to develop a model
landscape for a whole development.

4.5.1 Clustering of tribological system information
In order to be able to classify the models used to describe this tribological system,
the dimensions which build up the system cube have to be adapted to the use case.
Therefore, the general dimensions are further detailed for tribology, by asking the
following questions:

• What disciplines have to be involved to describe the tribological system from their
point of view?

• Which system aspects are of interest to successfully develop a system?

• On which levels of detail are the views on the system described?
33Czichos and Habig 2010, p.186 f.
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The general dimensions (breadth, width and depth) of the multi-dimensional data
structure are detailed as follows:

• Discipline (breadth): In tribology, many disciplines of science and technology
are involved to generate broad system understanding.34 For the development of
the piston-bore interface, the disciplines mechanics, divided into solid mechanics
(describing contact mechanics, kinematics etc.) and fluid dynamics (describing
the lubrication fluid flow and pressure distribution in the lubrication gap, etc.),
materials science (describing the properties of the involved solid parts regarding
elasticity, plasticity, microstructure, crack formation, dislocations, etc.) and rhe-
ology (describing the lubrication fluid properties, especially viscosity) are relevant
disciplines.

• Technical domain (width): For this dimension, the aspects of interest of the con-
sidered system are included. Selected aspects are structure (describing geometry,
surface topography, etc.) and behaviour of the tribological system. For this use
case, system behavior is divided into structural behaviour (describing elastic de-
formations of solid parts, resulting load distributions, viscosity of fluids, etc.) and
tribological behaviour (describing wear and friction effects).

• Level (depth): As the focus of the models is to describe the piston-bore inter-
face, this dimension is structured top-down from macro, over micro to nano.
Tribological effects occur on all of these scales.

Regarding the dimension level, further explanations are required. Figure 4.7 applies
the principal idea of a cascaded v-model35 to a tribological system. Like in the de-
velopment of a product on different levels (e.g., system - subsystem - component), a
tribological system can be developed or improved in a top-down and implemented in
a bottom-up approach. Starting with the principal tribological system structure on
macro scale, zooming in narrows the view on microscopic aspects like the influence of
surface roughness on the fluid flow and finally on contact of asperities on nano scale.
To describe tribological systems, models are needed on different levels, but it depends
on the development goals and how deep the understanding of the system should go,
which models are meaningful.

4.5.2 Derivation of system cube
The identified models are allocated to the mentioned dimensions as shown in table
4.3. It is important to mention, that in some cases there is no distinct allocation for
a model possible, as it depends on the point of view and the objective of the analysis.

34Czichos and Habig 2010, p.12.
35VDI2221 1993.
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Figure 4.7: Principal illustration of models used to describe tribological contacts inspired
by Hick et al.37

This concept should demonstrate a way how to structure numerous models to enable
further analysis and does not claim to be an unique solution. Based on this allocation,
the scope of each model can be identified. As stated in section 3.2.3, system models
focus on breadth and width - including at least two technical domains or disciplines -
while specific models provide depth by detailing one technical domain as view of one
discipline.36

By analyzing table 4.3, three system models can be identified. The elastohydro-
dynamic model (EHD) combines and coordinates different models to gain knowledge
about the system on macro scale (e.g., information from hydrodynamics model is used
to determine the lubrication state and based on that the friction is estimated). An
EHD model therefore provides a multi-disciplinary view on the system.
Another system model is themixed lubrication friction model, which has the objective

to provide information about the friction in form of dry and hydrodynamic friction.
Therefore, the scope of this model is to give an interdisciplinary understanding of the
interrelated friction modes and has not the objective to detail one mechanism. The
wear model needs to include the views of several disciplines to describe different wear
modes on different scales. For example, erosion is connected to fluid dynamics and also
to materials science, as it depends on the impact energy of the fluid and the material
structure, its properties and pre-damage. In general, system models represent sets of
multiple views to support the distribution of information between models and to enable
broad system understanding.

36Hick, Bajzek, et al. 2019.
37Hick, Faustmann, et al. 2019.
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Table 4.3: Description of models used for tribological development

Model Discipline Technical Domain Level

Mixed Lubrication Fluid Mechanics Tribological Behavior macro
Friction Model Solid Mechanics

Wear Model Materials Science Tribological Behavior macro
Fluid Mechanics micro
Solid Mechanics

Contact Model Solid Mechanics Structural Behavior micro
nano

Hydrodynamics Model Fluid Mechanics Structural Behavior macro
micro

Oil Model Rheology Structural Behavior macro
micro

Deformation Model Materials Science Structural Behavior macro

Multi-body Solid Mechanics Structural Behavior macro
Dynamics Model

Geometry Model Solid Mechanics Structure macro
micro

Elastohydrodynamics Rheology Structure macro
Model Materials Science Structural Behavior micro

Fluid Mechanics Tribological Behavior nano
Solid Mechanics
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Figure 4.8: Tailored illustration of a system cube for tribological system development38

In order to visualize this model classification, a system cube is drawn based on the
defined dimensions. Figure 4.8 illustrates the system cube with the models described in
table 4.1 according to their allocation to the dimensions in table 4.3. The listed models
are placed within the defined grid, where specific models are highlighted yellow while
system models are highlighted blue. The boundaries of each models are not fixed, rather
they depend on the scope how the model is used in a certain development. Furthermore,
models can be extended to include more system information. For instance, a geometry
model can be extended by including information about surface roughness and surface
treatment to provide more depth.
Based on this classification, several analyses can be conducted. Firstly, it can be

analyzed how much of the possible information about the system (represented by the
whole cube) is covered by or integrated within models. Next, it has to be decided which
areas of the cube are necessary to conclude relevant statements. In this example, the
only model, which may contain information on nano scale is the contact model (e.g.,
including atomic contact forces measured by atomic force microscopy). Furthermore,
most models are allocated to solid mechanics, which is a result of the tribological
system’s application within an internal combustion engine. To gain knowledge about
the interactions of different effects within the system (e.g., deformations influence fluid
flow, which affects friction and wear) a system model like a elastohydrodynamics model
is needed to act as model integrator and connector.

38Hick, Faustmann, et al. 2019.
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4.6 Approach for methods selection

After the analysis of models and methods, which can be used to develop tribological
systems, the task to select a set of appropriate methods and models is investigated.
Therefore, a case example is defined. For this use case, the starting point is a customer,
who invented a new coating for cylinder liners. It has to be investigated if it is applicable
for automotive powertrains and if it provides advantages regarding friction. Therefore,
the development task is friction evaluation. An engineering department, which has
only specific experience in tribological development, has to decide which models and
methods are required. These decisions imply investments in software, hardware and
employees and they influence durability and quality of the developed product as well.
Therefore, these decisions are of high importance. This approach provides support to
select a set of models and methods and does not provide a final decision. Figure 4.9
illustrates the available models within the system cube at the start of this exemplary
development project.

Figure 4.9: Available models at project start

In this case, the engineers have access to a geometry model (CAD model of the
piston-bore interface and information about surface topography) and an oil model (oil
viscosity as function of shear rate, temperature and pressure). The following procedure
is based on the concept already illustrated in figure 3.2. Each step will be investigated
and described in detail.
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4.6.1 Identification of required output information
As a first step, the needs of the customer - to evaluate if the new coating improves
friction behavior of the piston-bore interface - are used to derive a specific develop-
ment task. The customer needs are in this case pre-defined. Nevertheless, in complex
projects requirements engineering39 is executed before this approach of method selec-
tion is triggered. The development task, based on customer needs, is the input for the
matrix in figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10: Derivation of required output information based on development task

39Lamsweerde 2009, p.3.
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Furthermore, possible output information (in this case output information of virtual
development of the tribological contact) is required. This information is derived from
the system cube structure based on the dimensions defined in section 4.5.1. To answer
how the piston-bore interface behaves regarding friction, information on macro level
about the different system aspects (structure, structural behavior, tribological behavior)
as views of different disciplines (Rheology, materials science, fluid mechanics, solid
mechanics) on these aspects are listed. In this case, tribological behavior on macro
level is of interest, which leads to the conclusion, that information about fluid friction
and dry friction is required. This required information can also be identified within the
system cube. Figure 4.11 shows the position of these views on the system (highlighted
as red points) and the already available models (oil model and geometry model).

Figure 4.11: Illustration of identified and required system information

4.6.2 Identification of required models

In figure 4.12, the identified information from the first step (dry friction and fluid fric-
tion) is used and models which contain this information are identified. The allocation
of system information to a certain model - regardless if it is a specific model or a system
model - was already done with the concept of the multidimensional system cube. The
system cube including possibly relevant models for elastohydrodynamic contact situ-
ations was already shown (figure 4.8). With this data model as background concept,
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Figure 4.12: Derivation of required models from required system information

Figure 4.13: Illustration of identified model, which covers the required system information
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it is easy to allocate a system information to a certain model. The required infor-
mation describes tribological behavior on macro level as views of multiple disciplines
(fluid and solid mechanics). The result of this step is the identification of a required
model. The system cube in figure 4.13 shows the required model structure to cover
information of interest for this example. In this case, a mixed lubrication friction model
is required to describe the system information of interest, additionally to the already
existing geometry model and oil model.

4.6.3 Identification of required input information
In the next step, the required input information has to be identified in order to use
the information in the selected methods. Based on this, it is decided which input
information is already existing and which methods should be implemented. In this
case, a method for the generation of a mixed lubrication friction model needs surface
roughness of each part of the tribological contact, dry friction coefficient providing
information about the friction of the dry contact, dynamic viscosity and flow velocity
of fluid and film thickness in the lubrication gap as input. These pieces of information
are identified in figure 4.14 and highlighted in figure 4.15 a) (in this case five identified
pieces of system information).
Methods are used to generate the required models. Therefore they use the identified

input information to generate the required output information. These methods for
model generation are visible as arrows in figure 4.14 and figure 4.15 b) and represent
connections between input information and output information. In the previous sec-
tions the information flow for these methods to generate the mixed lubrication friction
model were described in detail in figure 4.4.

As the required input information is identified, it has to be analyzed, if some of it is
already existing. In this example, the oil model (description of lubrication fluid) is al-
ready available at project start as shown in figure 4.9. Therefore, the dynamic viscosity
of the fluid is already described and no further investigations on the oil properties are
required. Information about surface roughness is also already available and described
as part of the geometry model on micro level. In other cases, classical test procedures
(profile method to gain standardized parameters like average roughness value40) or
optical methods (e.g., interference microscopy41) could be used to generate this infor-
mation. To gain understanding of the dry friction between the two surfaces without
lubrication, literature values can be used for coarse estimations. In more sophisticated
approaches, tribometer tests can be done (for these tests, the system is simplified to
replicate the motion and contact type).42

40ISO4288 1996.
41Czichos and Habig 2010, p.236 f.
42Czichos and Habig 2010, p.227 ff.
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In this case, a hydrodynamics model is essential to calculate the input information
film thickness and fluid flow velocity. To generate the required output information a
method to generate the mixed lubrication friction model is required.

Figure 4.14: Derivation of required input information from required models
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Figure 4.15: a) Illustration of required input information formixed lubrication friction model
generation
b) Methods to connect input and output information

This procedure - following the three described steps - provides a set of choices and
limits the number of meaningful models and methods for a specific development effort.
In the end, this supports decision making but can actually not replace a human to take
the responsibility for an appropriate choice.
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5 Discussion and Conclusion
Many approaches, especially in engineering, evolved over time to enable a develop-
ment based on functions. Nevertheless, few sets of methods, processes and IT-based
solutions are established for interdisciplinary development and intelligently connected
production.1
Simulations and other virtual methods provide the enormous advantage to validate

concepts in early project phases, because there is no need to manufacture a physical test
specimen. In many cases this does not only reduce development costs, it also enables
frontloading. The objectives of it are to shorten innovation process duration, while
improving product quality and reducing development costs and risks (e.g., through
early verification & validation tasks). Frontloading aims to provide these advantages
by shifting result critical tasks to earlier development phases. The reasons for that are
higher possibilities of cost reduction with smaller costs for concept changes in earlier
phases.2
The result of the approach in chapter 4 was a selection of models and methods by

identifying relevant system information. After determining the required model land-
scape, methods to generate these models and their required input information were
outlined in section 4.6. Figure 5.1 illustrates some possibilities to provide these pieces
of information. This should demonstrate, that further decisions are required, which
cannot be done by an analytical method only. These decisions have to be made indi-
vidually, as many factors affect them, but methodologies support decision making. For
example, it depends on which test machinery is already available or how much experi-
ence a department has with a certain method. Furthermore, expert knowledge about
valid assumptions and simplifications can be very valuable, especially in simulations.

5.1 Applicable system models
As system models are an essential concept of model-based systems engineering, the def-
initions presented in chapter 3 are a main output of this thesis. The clarification of
frequently used terms and a differentiation of system models and specific models should
enable common understanding. In general, models are created to deal with complex-
ity by enabling better system understanding and providing a base for communication

1Eigner 2014, p.3.
2Eigner and Stelzer 2009, p.41.
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Figure 5.1: Required input information for model generation and possibilities to provide
them

among stakeholders. Furthermore, better product quality and reduced risks can be
achieved following a model-based approach.3

The classification scheme for models described in this thesis can be used as base for
further steps towards a virtual development approach. Only if the purpose and scope of
different model types are clear, decisions about which models should be implemented,
can be made.

3INCOSE-UK 2015.
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5.2 Improved product development
Processes of product development all have a general objective in common. They all
support human beings to cooperatively work on a joint goal.4 Purposefully implemented
methods can support efficient and effective development of solution alternatives.5
Tribology was chosen as use case, as it proved to be especially challenging to fully

understand tribological systems and associated processes. It has always been an objec-
tive of engineering to make technical systems even more efficient while improving its
functionalities. Reducing losses contributes to overall efficiency gains, independent of
the technical system. Not only friction in internal combustion engines have to be re-
duced, but also moving parts in power plants (e.g., gas turbines or rotors of wind power
plants) in order to contribute to the global objective of reduced energy consumption
through higher efficiency of technical systems.

4Lindemann 2016, p.19.
5Lindemann 2016, p.156.
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6 Outlook
The presented definitions regarding system models should act as starting point for
further research activities. In future investigations, especially the interdependecies with
other approaches like product lifecycle management have to be evaluated. Embedding
different approaches in a greater context could generate possible synergies, which could
be utilized by implementing interfaces between them.
Furthermore, the interactions of models and methods have to be further investigated.

The classification scheme for models visualized as system cube could be further evolved
and implemented into a database. Methods represent connections between different
pieces of system information and could therefore be integrated into this database.
By observing the enormous number of available development methods and occurring
data, interfaces between entities (models, methods, repositories) have a very important
role. Companies like AVL developed platforms for integration. The so-called integrated
open development platform (IODP) provides interfaces to implement co-simulation and
connection of simulation models and the hardware.1 Future approaches have to lay
emphasize on interfaces to make a implementation in a bigger landscape of tools and
models possible.
Many approaches have the objective to describe cybertronic systems by a digital rep-

resentation, which reflects their information over the whole lifecycle. The concept of a
so-called digital twin is strongly connected to product lifecycle managment approaches.2
It is often described as set of virtual information constructs fully describing an ac-

tually manufactured product or a potential future product from nano (atomic) level to
macro level. Every information that could be obtained from the physical product could
also be obtained from its digital twin.3 To come closer to this vision of a digital twin,
as many aspects of a system as possible have to be modeled in form of semi-formal
or formal models. Therefore, the approach of this thesis supports the realization of a
digital twin. Nevertheless, the challenges already mentioned in this thesis, from increas-
ing system complexity to higher amount of emerging data, require new methodologies
and connection of different approaches to realize a digital twin. This should lead to
a more efficient development, decreasing engineering and production efforts in parallel
to improved quality and availability of the product.
To establish a database about system information and to successfully associate mod-

els and methods in development to it, data warehouse management techniques have to
1Tao et al. 2017, p.2.
2Eigner, Koch, et al. 2017, p.52.
3Grieves and Vickers 2017, p.93 f.
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be applied. Implementations of multidimensional data structures are well established
for other purposes and can be adapted for model-based development.4
It seems not likely that the complexity of systems and also the variety of available

methods, models and tools will reduce, rather they will further increase. Methodologies,
classification schemes and procedure models have to be further developed to provide a
competitive development environment, which enables successful product development.

4Farkisch 2011, p.11 ff.
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Appendix

Figure A.1: Illustration of a wear calculation, consisting of specific wear rate estimation and
a empirical expression for wear volume, to generate a wear model
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Appendix

Figure A.2: Generation of an oil model by determination of fluid behavior under defined
conditions

Figure A.3: Calculation, consisting of hertzian contact pressure calculation and idealization
of surface topography, to generate a contact model
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Figure A.4: Illustration of a finite element method (FE) to generate a deformation model

Figure A.5: Generation of a multi-body dynamics model (MBD) by calculation of kinematic
relations and dynamics
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